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~esent day trends in the teaching of reading show an emphasis 
on a phonetic program which includes v&ried practice in word ana.l,ysis, 
aUditory- and Visual perception, and the use of context clues. In-
struction in phonics helps the child to attack unknown words more 
effectively and thereby improve his reading. It may also help ·his 
spelling by training him to 11aten carefully to the different parts of 
a word and recognize similarities and differences in words. 
Research studies have been .conducted to determine the eff.ect of 
phonics on reading and spelling.. 'lhe,y indicate some transfer. This 
stu.dT is an attempt to gather additional evidence by- determining the 
effectiveness of a planned program in word analysis on reading and 
spelling in the second grade. 
i i 
CHAPTER I 
REVIEl\f OF RESEARCH 
The process of leaming to read is an important thing for 
primary grade teaohera to understand in order that they may teach 
children uecesstully. As the number o£ wor in the child ' s sig.'lt 
vocabulary incr eea, he must be provided with a program of phonics 
i..11cluding analy"eie , auditory &nd visual percepti on, and context clues . 
Word a.ne.lysi s i e defined in the Diotiona& .2! Educationl L"l a 
~o-fold manner: 
1 . The a ct or process of br eaking up words into 
viaua.l or phonetic elements far the purpose of blend-
ing th e worde into wholes . 
2. The a ct or pr ocess of a.nalyzing the likeness s 
and differences among words, both as to form and mean-
ing. 
Durrell2 presente eight steps in word-ana~is learning. These 
eight s t eps a r e: 
1 . Hearing sounds in words . 
2. Seeing differences in pririted eymbols . 
lcarter Good, Editor, Dictionary of Educ-.t ion, McGraw-Hill 
Book Company.; rew York, 1945, p . 23 . · -:-
2Donald D. Durrell, :tm.provin ·~ R dinJl Instructio~ World Book 
Company, YorJcers-on-Hudson, flew Yor!'i,. 1956, p . 226. 
3. Learning letter sounds. 
4. Analyzing words by applying phonics . 
5 • Using cont~ clues. 
6. DeYeloping phonic abili t;r and a homo-
phone sense. 
7. Developing a higher leTel of phonic 
alxllity. 
8. Translating words into ideas. 
Educators have been constantly seeking newer and better ways 
2 
to teach reading. The subject of phonics ·and word anal.ysis has been 
under constant surveillance. The early colonists taught t..1'1eir children 
to read using t he Bible, which usually was the only book in most house-
holds . The Hornbooks; used at t his time, emphasi zed phonics. Each 
book was a paddle-shaped board with a parchment page attached to it 
and covered with a thin sheet of transparent horn for protection. On 
one t ype the outside border contained t he letters of the alphabet 
illustrated as: A, ang.elJ B, bear. It included exercises using the 
vowels with beginning and ending consonants as ba, be, bi, bo, bu and 
ab, eb, i b, ob, ub. Apparently at that time they were trying to aTOid 
teaching the sounds in isolation. Aft er the child mastered t hese 
less ons he could apply ·them by reading The Lord ' s Prayer. 
All the early readers were characterized by the use of the 
anal.ytioal method. Harrington1 say,a~ 1 
1sister Mary James Harrington, S.O.L., "The Relationship of 
Certain Word Analysis .Abiiitiee to the Reading Achievement of Second 
Grade Children" (unpublished :00otor 1s Dissertation, Boston University, 
School of Education, 1953), P• 2. 
The impression of educators of the time appeared to be 
that a child should go from the simp'l~ to the complex even 
in the learning of a simple word. therefor~, one finds the 
introductory pages of' the readers 't'lith the alphabet in the 
upper. and lower case, in Roman and italic type6 and in light 
and bold face. 'the alphabet being learned, the next step, 
judging from the readers, was the tea.Ching of combinations 
of consonants and vowels in meaningful s;rllables 1 before 
introducing the child to monosyllabic words •••••••• That the 
task was odious and onerous appears to be the cause of 
bringing out new- editions and rival readers. 
Later in 18.38, Angelll published a series of school books that 
instructed the children in regular, progressive steps. He believed 
the existing courses of study were not adapted to the capacities of 
the children. He wrote: 
The notion, too long prevalent, that a child mu.st spend 
two, three or four ;rears in learning to spell, before he can 
be permitted to put his words together or t o commence r ding, 
is certa1n.l,y unnatural if not absurd• It l-dll be seen that in 
this book, the child, instead of being dragged through a long 
course of spelling lessons, commences rea.ding at once, or as 
soon as he had obtained some idea of the shape and sound of 
the letters. It is an obvious fact that children will much 
sooner become .t'amilla.r with their letters by being taught 
their use, than b;r the mere abstract exercise of conning ov.er 
their alphabet. 
3 
Phonics are mentioned in the wri tinge of Horace Mann as early 
as 18.30. By 1890 they were considered of great importance in the 
teaching of reading, and different systems were developed and used 
extensively' until 1920 when the emphasis changed to the look and say 
method. Phonics fell into disrepute, and although many teachers still 
used some type of phonics in their classrooms, this fact was concealed 
1oliver Angell, Union Series of C.ommon School Classics, Number 
Three (Phil.&de1phia: w. Marshall andCompany), 1938. 
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from the public . By 1940 interest in phonics started again and has 
continued tO t he present time. 
One of the earliest studies was conducted. by Gilll to determine 
the relative effectiveness of three methods . The three methods uere: 
1. Dale Phonic Method wit."l slight modifications. 
2. Phonetic method with int-eresting letter forms. 
3. Thought or sentence method. 
He concluded that the sentence method had greater ·practical 
value than either phonetic method. He also noted that the good readers 
tended to read by wholes rather than by part;s or by letters of a word. 
In 1913 C. w. Valentine2 compared the look and say method with 
a phonic approach. He used two groups of college students. At t he end 
ot his study, Valentine reported that t he phonic method was more 
effective than t he look and say. 
Another experimental study in the value of phonics was conducted 
by Garrison and Heard.3 The experitnent began in September, with 
children who were entering school for the first time, and continued 
through first, second, and third grades. 'fhe classes were divided into 
~ J. Gill , "Methods of Teaching Reading;n Journal of 
Experimental Pedasog.y, Vol. I (1911-1912), pp~ 243-248. -
2 
. . . 
2c. w. Valentine, "Experiments on the ~lfethods of Teaching 
Reading, " Journal £f. EXperimental Pedas.og,y, Vol. II (1913-1914):, 
pp . 99-112. 
3 s. c. Garrison and I>finnie T. Heard, "An . Experimental Study 
of the Value of Phonetics," Peabody Journal 2f Education, Vol. II 
(July, 1931), pp. 11-14. 
~ brigh~ non-phonetic group a11d a dull non~honetic group. Ever,y 
effort was made to keep teaching conditions alike except in • fifteen 
minute period each day, during which the · phonetic group .followed 
rather closely' lli Teaching .2f Phonetics by Daugherty. The t chers 
. . . . . .·. . . . . 
of t he . non-phonetic group used easy and familiar reading dramatiza.-
;· 
tiona, drills, and exercises during the fifteen ~ute period to 
teach children to discriminate accurately· between worda and to 
5 
stimulate thought. Garrison and Heard listed the following conclusions: 
i. Training in phoneti~s makes children more 
independent in the pronunciation of words . 
2. ChildTen· with no phonetic t ·raining make szooother 
and better oral readers in the lower grades. 
3. In teaching children to read in the early part of 
the pr~ry grades, first and perhaps second, bright 
children seem to be helped more by tra.in.ing in phonetics 
th$n arc dUll. Fer all children, phonetic training seems 
to be more effective in the latter part of the primary 
grades . 
4. In the tes.ehing of reading it seems probable that 
much of the phonetic training now given should be deferred 
till the second and third grades. It appears that work 
1n .meaningful exercises which are planned to increase coJil-
prehension and to teach discrimination of words is JllOre 
important than phonetics. 
5. Children who have had treining in phonetics have 
some advantage in learning to spell. 
Sexton and Herronl conducted an experiment in the Narark, 
New Jersey schools to determine the effect of phonics in beginning 
reading. They stated: 
1. The results clearly indicate that t h e teaching of 
phonics functions verr little or not at all With beginners 
1n reading during the first five months. It begins to be 
of ftlue during the second five months but is of greater 
value in the second grade. 
2. Although the outcome of the experiment te~ to 
favor some phonic instruction beginning in the second 
half of the first yea.r1 just what type of phonics should 
be taught and to what extent, are still problems for 
~erimentation. 
l-bsher2 did an experimental study' to see how effective t he 
look and say 1llethod in teaching beginning reading was 1n Grade one 
of t he Demonstration School of New Haven State Normal School. Mosher 
did not use phonics or other analytical devices. This study showed 
that children may acquire a large reading vocab1llarT ~d be equipped 
to meet nev reading situations without the use of phonetic training. 
1FJ.mer K. Sexton and John s. Herron, "The Newark Phonics 
Experiment," Elementary School Journal, 28:690-701, (May, 1928). 
2Raymond 1'-l. I>iosher, "Some Results of Teaching Beginners 
by the Look-and-say- l'iethod," The Journal of Educational Psychology, 
Vol. XIX (Harch; 1928), pp. l'S'r-193. 
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Gatesl conducted a study from 1923 to 1926 to compare phonetic 
training w:Lth his own methods. He .found that the non-phonetic group 
appeared . superior in reading comprehension and general efficiency. 
1 
When :raced vith a choice of phonetic or non-phonetic training, Gates 
said, ttThe intelligent procedure is to determine what phonetic devices 1 
drills or instruction if any, are of value, and how and when to use 
t hem." 
Gates and Russell2 did a. study to evaluate the effects of 
1114terials, vocabulary burden, word anal..ysis and other factors in 
beginning reading. ·. The data was obtained from 3$4 pupils out of a 
total population of 382 comprising nine ala.sses in four schools in 
¥anhattan, · tievr York City. There were differenc~s in the amounts and 
kinds of word analysis and phonics .anployed. The pupils were organized 
into three groups according to training: 
1. Group D received the smallest alltOunt of phonics 
or word analysis. 
2. Group E was given moderate amounts of informal., 
newer type ana.ly'eis. 
3. Group F had large amounts of conventional phonetic 
drill. 
. 
1Arthur I. Ga.tes. "Studies ·or .Phonetic Training in Beginning 
Reading," Journal . :2!: Educational Psychology., Vol. XVIII (April, 1927), 
pp. 217-226. 
2Arthur i. Gates and David He Russell, "Types of Material, 
Vocabulary Burden, Word Analysis and other Factors in Beginning 
Reading,• Elententarr School Journal, Vol. XXXIX (September and October, 
1938), pp. '27-35, 119-128. 
Gates and Russell found: 
The indieation is that it matters little which type 
or how much phonics is taught to the ablest pupils during 
the first yea:r but that a moderate amount or the newer., 
more informal types· of word"analysis· is ·most·· promising. 
The aTerage pupils appear mor.e clearly to secure 
greater banefi t from this type of experience and to 
profit least :f.'ro."!l the conventional formal phonies . The 
pupils or lowest readiri.g-readiness scores ehow this trend 
still more clearlY. · 
A model"ate amount of .informal word analy-sis is helpful; 
very little of this type seems to be better than large 
amounts of formal phonetic drill. 
8 
Tate1 compared t.he reading progress of t.he f'irst grade children 
given phonic drill with those trained in the look and say method. He 
used 37 children in his experimental group and 36 in his control group. 
The experimental class was d1 vided into two groups: Division A. 
consisting of the twenty-two most capable pupils and Division B 
consisting of the fifteen less capable children. Every moming each 
group was allotted a special fifteen minute period in which instruction 
and drill in phonics was given. A review was conducted daily and vari 
ear-training games were utilized also. 
The control group was. allotted a period of thirty minutes to 
correspond to the time used by- the experimental class. The class was 
divided into three groups: Division A consisting of the 17 most 
capable pupils; Division B having the 12 who ranked medium in ability-; 
and Division C consisting of the 7 who rated low in ability. Each 
1Harry L. Tate, "The Influence of Phonics on Silent Reading 
in Grade I,• Elementary Schoo:L :jQurnal ·-mvir .(June, 1937), pp. 752-763. 
division. s gi ve.n 'ten minutes devoted to reading : or1t excluding 
phon.:t.cs . T te discovered that the phonic method wu .superior. to tJ\ 
look and P1 
Hovever, th look and say method was ·superior in developing compre-
hension • 
. Bradleyl construct a · .• er:t of word re.cogni tion exerc1 
that ould proVid both meaningtu.l and. intex-eating pr.tctice. She 
eJ;per: ·~ted ith two groupst one group us the uercis · under ttte 
direction of the ·t eher and the otller ·group 
who wolk togeth r . · Sh ind:leates: 
divided into pairs 
'fhe . ter.tals . pp red to be eff'eoti v in improvin 
the r · ding eeore. 
Both ~nt.l groups made .ins o£ appro tely 
six nth aceol'diltg to the Mnual. The contJ'Ol group 
ined about t .e months which w s the actual working 
time of the stUdy. 
9 
Phonic has value in ~ upper grades as well as in the primary 
d. • . 2. conducted a e;tud.f with college treahman. ResultD of' 
her tUC\1 el"Alwed that ttat the college lavel phonic tra1n1ng is an 
etf'ective technique tor- the improvertent of pronu.nciat1on, oral r din ~, 
and reading vocabulary. " 
) •, 
•. y 11. Dradley, "Th Construction and Evaluation of 
r'Xereis tor P . iding Meaningful Practice in Second Grade dine, n 
(uupublisbed Doator' s Dissertation, Boaton University School of 
Education• 1957), p . 102. 
2 
• urine V. Rogers 1 "!1lonetie Abili t,y as Relatod to Ocrtain 
Aspecte of ding at th Col~ e Level," Journal 2! E!Perimental 
Eauoation, VL (~una, 19.38), PP• 381-395. · 
10 
Some experimental studies indicate that children learn the more 
essential phonic principles with or without formal. instruction in 
phonies. 
Tiffin and !1cKinnial investigated the relation between reading 
skill arlli the applieation of phonics to the pronunciation of nonsense 
words in the. fifth through the eighth grades. The subjects used were 
155 pupils from the fifth, sixth, seve~th, and eighth grades of the 
Langlois School in Lafa;rette, Indiana. The children were given t he 
IOCJa. Silent Reading Test, Elementary; Form A.J the New Stanford Reading 
Test, Form V; and an individual phonic test moditied fro.-n the Rogers 
Test of Phonic Abilit;r. 
The correlation with phonic ability of the New Stanford Reading 
Test was .10!.021. The correlation with the Iowa Silent Reading Test 
(Comprehension) was .,66!.030. The correlation with the Iowa Silent 
+ Reading Test (Rate} was .55-.038. "COrrelations ehow with reasonable 
certainty that phonic ability is significantly related to reading 
ability among t he pupils ~tud1ed." 
A.f'ter an experimental period of six weeks of specific l essons 
on auditory-visual discrimination of sounds, Mu.rpey-2 reported that: 
1Joseph Tiffin and Mary McKinnis., "Phonic Ability: Its 
Measuranent and Relation to Reading A.bili ty," School !!!:!! Society, 
LI (Februar.y 10, 1940}, pp. 190-192. 
2Helen A. l·fu.rphy 1 "An Evaluation of the Effect of Specific 
Training in Auditory and Visual Discrimination in Beginning Readi.Tlg," 
(unpublished Dootor's dissertation, Boston University School of 
Education, Boston, 1943), p . 78. 
It appears that sex differences in reading achieve-
ment disappear when specific training for auditory and 
visual diserimination is given in beginhing reading. 
Murphy also discovered that' 
The effectiveness of the exercises for developing 
auditory and visual perception was in relation to the 
need. Low groups given specific training qhawed much 
more increase in reading achievement over :matched 
children in the control group than did children whose 
e.uditory and Visual test scores were medium or high. 
l .l 
Learning rate tests t hat followed. these exercises proved to be 
very intereatirig. There were four groups : the control group, the 
vi.sual, the auditory group, and the combined Visual-a.udi tory group . 
The scores of the control group scattered· over the whole range with 
almost equal numbers at the low and high scores. The three 
experimental groups had very ftM scores near t he low 1 and the largest 
number of perfect scores. Fifty-eight per ·cent of the combined group 
had perfect scores in the June tests. After completing these 
experiments , l~hy' rej)orts: 
All ea:perimental groups l1ere superior· to the control 
group in reading achievement in November, February, and 
June. At every measuring period after the auditory and 
visual discriinination exercises had been given, the ez-
perimental group showed statistically signifieant superi-
ority in reading achie'Y9111e%lt to the ·control group. 
Statistical superiority in word recognition, oral 
reading; also was sig:riifioant. 
All experimental groups shOW'ed significant increases 
as compared to t he .control group in rate-of-learning test 
s oores . 
In a report that was made of study of forty good and forty-
one poor readers in the second grade classes of eight school systems 
in the s tate of Net.; 'York, Sheldon ~d Hatch1 found many interesting 
deductions: 
Weaknesses which seemed t o be most evident in poor 
readers were : (1) Low !light vocabulary; .(2) Inadequate 
word analysis, (3) Errors on easy words, (4) Guessing 
at un1mown words, (5) Poorly organized recall, (6) Use 
of finger as a guide, (7) Whispering, ( 8J Scanty unaided 
recall, (9) A poorer recall of material After silent 
rather than oral reading, (10) No methods of word analy-
sis , (ll ) Names of letters and sounds of letters and 
blends unknown, (12) B.eversals of l etters. 
I t ems 1, 21 31 4, 10, 11, 12, are all evidences of 
weak sight Tocabul.ary and inability to a.na.lyze new words. 
In writing of the results o£ the high group scores t hey came 
to the £ollor1ing conclusions: 
Tbe high group was generally strong in all of the 
phonetic areas. This may have contributed considerably 
to their high level of performance. 
Sheldon and Hatch dis.oovered that a very ·large percentage 
( ninet7-three per cent) of . the high second gradero were strong in the 
area of word analysis . 
Nugent2 conducted an intensive program to diacover the effects 
12 
of word analysis exercises on spelling and reading in the second gr ade. 
She came to the following concl~ions: 
. lw. D .• Sheldon and s. Hatch, '!Strengths and Weaknesses in 
Reading ·of a Group o:t Secqnd Grade Children," Education Administration 
.!_Ild .§!P.ervision, 37 :405-4141 (November, 1951), p . 409. · 
2Esther M. Nugent , "An Evaluation of an Intensive Program in 
Word Analysis on Spelling and Reading in Second Grade, " (unpublished 
Service paper, Boston University School of Education, Boston, 1950), 
p . 13. 
The reading tf)st was give..'l immediately a;f'ter the 
teaching period concluded •••••••••• The critical ratio 
wae found to be 5.o6 which is a stati stically signifi-
cant difference in favor of the ~erimental group. ' 
1-Tugent also found the following results Trrhen she did her study: 
The criticai- r atio is 8.94'lmi.ch. is a. statistically 
sigidficant difference in favor of the experimental group . 
Later on in her conclusions she says: 
The spelling test wae administered immediately at 
t he conclusion of the ten week teaching period •••••• 
It would s~m. that specific training tn word analysis 
does improve readirtg and spellin~ achievement . 
Teraplin ' s1 study was concerned with the relation of phonic 
knowledge, irrespective of how it was acquired, to spelling and reading 
achievement. The sampling consiated of .318 children from five 
Hinneapolis public schools who were in g~ de 4.9 at the time of the 
testing. Taste used in this study were the ~uhlman-Anderaon I.Q., 
Durrell-sullivan Reading test, the spelling test from the IntermediAte 
Stanford Achievement, .and a phonics test constructed for the study. 
Templin wanted to discover: (1) The level of phonic knowledge o:r 
fourth grade puplls, (2) The relation between phonic knowledge and 
reading and spelling skill at this grade level, and ( .3) What dif-
ferences, if any, exist in the phonic knowledge of good and poor 
spellers and of good and poor readers . Templin made the following 
conclusions: 
1. A substantial amount of phonics had been acquired 
by f ourth grade pupils. 
2. For the total sample, the correlations between 
phonic knowledge and spelling are somewhat higher than 
between phonic knowledge al'l.d reading • 
.3. ·The better spellers receive the higher scores 
on all teats except .tbe sound dis<rl.mination test. 
4. The better readers receive the higher scores 
on all t.ests .• 
5. Scorea on the test of phonic knowledge are 
significantly higher when a recognition rather than a 
recall techniq_ue of measurement is used. 
6. ~~ng the r ecognition measures~ significantly 
higher scores are obtained lihen the stimulus ~s a 
familiar word rather than a so'I.Uld or a nonsense word. 
For the poor spelling and poor reading deViates , 
houever, tlle differences between tho word phonic and 
th~ other recognition tests are significant, but the 
differences b tween the nonsense vord and sound 
phonics tests are not. 
7. The poor spellers and poor readers applied 
their phonic knowledge less well than · good spellers 
and good readers in the unfamiliar test aitUa.tions 
while the difference was not significant when phonic 
knowledge was measured in familiar words . 
i.fuch of' t he oontention about phonics seems to be about hOW' 
phonics should be taught. Probably many people still think of phonics 
as an isolated subject taught with little relationship to reading or 
spelling. Concerning this Burrows1 contends .1 
•••••••••• Research evidence reve&la a thread of 
consistency. This is the more convincing because 
the studies were carried by investigation in dif-
ferent parts of the country working independently 
ot one a~~ther and often from quite different 
premise • The accumulated findings l;"esulting 
1 . A. T. BlL'I'Totls , "Conflict over Phonics is Still Raging, " 
Education Digast, 19: (November, 1953), p . 23. 
from twenty years of varied investigation, when 
looked at with a view to finding relatione hips , 
point conclusively to a sound case for teaching 
phonies, bUt not in isolation and not 8.$ an 
approach to beginning reading• 
Harrington!, in her studies of the effectiveness of phonics 
and worcl analysis , cites a need of training i:O :uditory and visual 
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discri.li'lina.tion for greater succasa in reading achieve1nent for more 
children. Because of the tendenoy of :some to over-emphasize phonics 1 
she notes: 
That t ere is a. need o£ training in auditory and 
visual discrimination, there appears to be no doubt. At 
l east there is no noticeable controversy SUl'TOunding the 
t ohing of those two word analysis a hili ties. Regarding 
the other ability, phonetics, however, there is still 
division among people · in t he field of r esding today. 
\ihether phonics should be taught at all J how much it 
should be str essed, a.nd in what marine:r:" it should be 
taught, arc still matters f or argument . 
Concerning the issue of whether phonics should be taught and 
how phonics should be taught, Tronsberg2 wrote "that research indicates 
a need for functional instruction and techniques . She sa1B: 
The fact that many children are not reading as well 
as they should baa caused educators , as well as parents, 
no little concern in their efforts to improve reading 
inntruotion. Their attention has been redirected towards 
t he teaching of phonics as one of the ways in which a 
child can learn to attack neW' words independ.e'ntly. 
A controversial issue for many years, the evidence 
from reseat•ch in the past ten to fifteen years clearly 
1Harrington~ op . cit._, p . 59 . 
2Josephine Tronsberg, "The Place of Phonics in Basal Ree.ding 
Instruction, 11 Education Digest, January, 1955, p. 48. 
indicates t he value of teaching phonice . The issue i s 
no longer whether phonics should be · taught but rather 
•Whe.u shall instruction begin and how much? What tech-
nique shaU we use? How can we mke phonJ:cs functional.?' 
ResMreh indicates that any materials U8ed for instruction of 
reading or spelling should be mea.ningf'u.l to the children. The words 
should be within the children 1 s speaking vocabulary to appeal to t heir 
interest and to increase their desire for aehievement. Hildretn1 
points out: 
If soundirig i.e always done wi t h.i.n real words of 
interest to the child, words already irl his speaking 
VO(:abul a.ry, ·he is more likely to use his sounding sldll 
functionally: in actuai reading. · If any woros used for. 
drill are not within the speaking vocabulary of the child, 
he will have ex·tra d.ifficul ty in learning the sounding 
techniques. 
In 195.5 a re-port was published concerning the study of \fulder 
and eurtin2 which investigated th hypothesis that rel tion exists 
bett~een t he ability to fuse phonetic elements , presented orally, into 
words and the ability to read. A vocal phonetic test was construct ed 
and reading scores were obtained from t he Iowa Every- Pupil Tests of 
Basic Skills , Battery A, Form M. \'./hen responses from the two t.ests 
were compared, s. Pearson product- moment correlation of .44 was obtained, 
which was significant at tbe 1 per cent level o£ confidence. Mulder 
and CUrtin conclude ; 
l G. H. Hildreth, irRole of Pronouncing and Sounding in Learning 
to Read, " Education Dtsest, .Feb~ary, 1955, p . 49 . 
2R. L. Mulder and J • . L. CUrtin, "Vocal Phonic Ability and Silent 
Reading Aehie¥"e.'11ent; first report, 11 Elementa.~ School Journal 56: 
(November, 1955) , p. 123. 
1. Poor readers are deficient in the ability to 
synthesise phonetic elements of words into meaningful 
word patterns. 
2. Good readers apparently possess t he ability to 
synthesize phonetic elements into words to a Dlarked 
degree. 
3. Since both auditory discrimination and proficiency 
in phonies is characteristic of good readers, success on 
the TOeal phonics test might be directly related to these 
skills. · 
At the Conference on Reading at Chicago University in. 19.55, 
Austiri1 atates i 
F~ther examination of recent courses of stu~ 
reveal a recognition or the need for a versatile ap-
proach to word analysis J if one .aid fails to unlock a 
word, the reader should utilise other methods. A 
realistic word-perception program will teach children 
to use five m&jor aida: (1) Context or meaning clues; 
(2) Configuration or word-form clues; (3) Phonetic 
analysis; (4) Structural analysis; and (.5) the Dictionary. 
Research has established fairly well the fact that 
t he teaching of phonics has little value before the 
second five months · of reading instruction. Data from 
another scientific study indicate that a mental age of 7, 
equivalent to that of the average second grade child, is 
desirable before children can apply · phonics successfully. 
Research studies have also IShown the value of con-
tinuing instruction in word-perception techniques through-
out the middle and upper grades; extending instruction to 
the college and adult level when necessary. In the past, 
and in many' schools at present, the teaching of phonics 
was and is limited to the primary grades. Word-perception 
skills should be empluisi~ed even more during t.he years 
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~-Tary c. Austin, "Phonetic Elements and Principles Basic to 
Reading," Conference on Reading (Chicago, Illinois: Chicago University, 
1955), pp • .51-.55. 
after the second grade, since those will be the years 
when new words are introduced at a rapid rate and the 
need for analyzing words independentJ.T is increased .• 
1 . 
In 195~ Witty and Sizemore wrote a review and an evaluation 
of phonics in the elementary program. They indicate: 
Adherents to any one of a nUJilber or positions :may 
find justitication for their viEWs in published sources 
from the devotees of the doctrine ot "No phonics" to 
the advocates of a highly artificial approach. Despite 
t his fact certain trends do appear and certain recom-
. mendations may be made tentatively. 
A readiness program for phoni.cs can safely be 
recommended., since research studies substantiate the 
need for phonic readiness. · 
Mental Age and other factors f.l"e important in de-
termining the ·propriety of using a phonics approach. 
Phonics systems may develop a tendency in children 
to r ecognize words piecem~. Dontt use method apart 
f rom a meaningful. approach in very slow reading,; c.hUd 
is sometimes hampered by attempt s to sound out each part 
of "!tTOrd and fails to l;'&act to natural, larger perception 
units in oral and in silent reading. 
Another lirrdtation of phonics instruc£ion is that it 
does not utilize oth r techniques that bring about quick 
accurate word recognition. 
:t:Iany children do not need help in t he mastery of 
phonic sldlls althou.gh some appear t o have made satis• 
factory progress 1.~ reading without for.mal instruction. 
Therefore a systen1 of careful diagnosis of individual 
needs should precede the . introduction of instruction in 
word analysis at 11 levels • 
.f.ia.ny basal reading programs give attention to 
phonics adequate to meet the needs of most childre."l . 
1P. A. \'Iitty and R. A. Sizemore, "Phonics in the Reading 
Program: a reviei-1 and an evaluation, H Elementary English , 32 
(October, 1955), :369. 
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l.f children fail tO· acquire competen~y under such a 
program; it is perhaps: desirable to introduce some 
special approach. However, this work should always. 
be articulated closely with the basal program and 
· oare should be taken to ~e the entire approach in• 
divldua.J.ly appropriate and meaningful • . Phonetic study 
should begin with known words··and an a.uditory-vieual 
emphasis should be employed. 
'!'he research studies do not ·substantiate the con-
. tention of Flesch and others that we can have perfect 
reade%"8 b;y .. ueing a phonics approach at an early age. 
Some shortcomings in our total instructional program -
for which t he causes are not in our methods but in our 
lack of teachers, classrooms, and adequate supplies and 
equipment--affect our teaching of . reading • . 
In 1956 ora,yl made an international survey for the United 
Nations Educational, Scientific and Cultural · Orga..'lization concerning 
the teaching of reading and writing. As Gray pointed out about the 
different methods of teaching reading, there is no evidence that any 
current method is t he best. Gray reports also: 
Whereas methOds of teaching reading were once highly 
specialised, they have .gradually' lost many of their dis-
tinctive features as efforts have been made to improve 
their effectiveness. Two distinati ve trends have arisen: 
most of the methods now used combine into a single pro-
gram techniques which formerly characterised particular 
methods; and they are based mor e and more on the immediate 
interest s of the pupil. These trends are consistent wit h 
t he result.s of psycnological studies. 
Many experimentS have been completed to tes't; the value of 
va:rious pr ograms involving the use of different skills in reading. 
Research indicates that skills in the use of phonics , auditory 
lWilliam s. Gray, !h! Teach ins .2! Readin~ !ill! Writing . 
(Chicago, Illinois: Educational Publishers, 19S ). · 
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discrimination; visual discr.llniriation, word-analysis and word. recog-
nition are all of importance. Phonics alone is not a guarantee of 
, 
reading succ~ss . Betts-- writes: 
Se.'lsible parents and competent educators and 
psychologists know that a chUd must haTe some system-
atic way to examine wo1•d forms in order ·to become a 
good reader. 
Phonics alone, however, is neither a preventive-
nor a pane.cea for all r eading ills• Neither is phonics 
the whole problem in word perception, or in knowing a 
word. But phonics, including syllabi~ation, ie an 
essential facet of word perception. 
Partial and incorrect use of sounding by slav learners or 
20 
children with read!Lg disabilities can be due eit her to premature or 
incorrect teaching or both. Phonics lessons and drills should not be 
isolated lessons but should be carried over into the reading lessona. 
V<i1lile discussing studies o:f the advantages of phonic instruction, 
Betts maintains: 
While raany of these studies indicate that reading 
is as well taught today as it 'l'Ias in fa:t;her •s or grand-
father 1 s dl;iy, they do not justify complacency with the 
statue quo. Too mal\Y children are retal'ded in reading 
especially, too man,r with average &nd high I . Q. 's. 
Furthermore, too much research Which can serve as a 
basis for 1•eading :L-nprovement has not been translated 
into classroom practice. 
A phonios study in wbiah 315 third graders cooperated strengthens 
the accumula.ting evidence t hat .f.'unctional phonic knowl edge makes a 
1 A. E. Betts, 11Is Phonics a Cure-all?, " Hi£ffi Points 38:36-4.5 
{January, 1956) , PP• 36-37. 
substantial contribution to achievement in reading and spelling. 1 
The third graders ·1ere members of te.'l classes in four schools in 
Durham, North Carolina. The following conclusions were made: 
Correlations in this study suggest tm t to a gr eat 
extent there were common factors ·between reading, spell-
ing and phonic knowledge independent of intelligence. 
The:r suggest that these factor-s were results of specific 
training rather than natural results of applied intelli-
gence. · 
Tha obta:L'!led correlations support the hypothesis 
that . the cnntr-ll:ution of the stud,y of phoniQs to achieve-
ment in reading a:nd spelling is d~ived from the ability 
to identify sounds in normal word pronunciation and to 
relate these sounds to letter sytt~.bols. 
Accordingly if the resu~ts of phonics teaching are 
to function in reading and spelling, the teaching pro-
cedures must be such as to cause the sounds or letters 
and of combinations of letters to be heard and used in 
nor.ma.l word. pronunciation. This w..ay not ocC"t.<.r :if' the 
phonic training is applied to letters and letter com-
binations in isolation. 
lt1odern experiments 1-"ldicate that wa should be careful hOW" we 
int roduce word afl..alysis and ho-w we teach phonics . A child may grm: 
to dislike word analysis or phonics if he is introduced before he is 
ready or i f t..."le teacher ' s techni<J.Ue£ are· faulty. 
Research seems to point out that the ehild should · first be 
int roduced to beginning consonants , then the ending consona...'"lts , the 
vowels , the blends, phonograms and root 'W'orcls . Consonants re learned 
1Habel Rudisill, "Interrelations of Functional Phonics 
Knowledge.,. Reading, Spelling, and Mental Age, ir lil.ementa.rz School 
Journal 56: 264-267 (February, 1957) . 
first becaW!e they are easier, also because tlle,y provide better clues 
to the words . No one technique can be used to recognize all wo:rde . 
Phonetic instruction should be continued throughout the inter-
mediate grades for those children who have not mastered the skills of 
word anal.Ysis . Duri-e11l points out z 
A complete mastel".Y of each stage is not required 
before the ·introduction of later stages. For example, 
while the beginning sight vocabulary is being taught 
in first grade 1 children wlll be given ear training, 
visual dis~tion of words and letters, and the 
beginning of phonics . Word-analysis teaching is 
needed at every stage of reading instruction, and we 
may not assume that the various steps of teaching can 
be assigned to particular reading levels and ignored 
thereafter • 
••••• The value of word-anal;rais instruction is 
probablY" in improving the ease of learning a sight 
vocabulary rather than in giving the ability to solve 
new words . Sharpened auditor.r and visual perception 
is probably the main gain from phonics · instruction. 
The present trE>.nd is to think of phonics as a tool rather than 
a method of teaching children to read. Phonics instruction is used 
along with other means of word attack for quick and accurate recog-
ni tion of words . 
lnonald D. Durrell, Improving Reading Instruction (New York: 
World Book C~, 1956) , p . 228, 230. 
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Smi.thl did a study in 1957 to answer the following four 
questions concerning phonics. 
1. Are the schools teaching phonics? 
2. Should we teach phonics? 
3. Where should phonics instruction begin? 
4. Hmr should we teach phonics? 
Smith nJ&de these conclusions: 
1. ·One study has shown that 98~ of .elementary school 
people are teaching phonics t tha present time. 
2. By far . the great preponderance of research offers 
evidence to the effect that phonics instruction is effectiTe. 
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3 • . R~19a~ch indicates that fol'Wll phonics :Lnetruotion does 
not have much value in the tlrst grade, and that the point at 
which it becomes of great value is at the begin.ning of the 
second grade. 
4. Studies which have invol'nd different methods of 
phonics point to euperiori ty of procedures in which phonics 
instruction i! closely tied up with children •s needS and 
directly applied in their daily readi..llg. 
Smith • s opinion of the place of phonics in the reading program is given 
in the following quote: 
Since we have -abundant erldence tbat phonies is 
valuable, instruction in this facet of r eading should 
continue without interruption in the future if it is 
provided in such ways and at such times as research tells us 
are more helpful to children in meeting their reading needs . 
Studies have also been undertaken to determine the r elatioMhip 
of spelling and reading. The jority of teachers realize that r d-
ing skills and spelling skills a re related. In his article on the 
relationship of word perception ekiJ 1 s in reading and in spelling, 
lN. B. Smith, "What Research Says About Phonic Instruction," 
Journal of Educational Research, LI (September, 1957), pp. 1-9. 
William ltott.meyerl believes: 
Most good readers. are good spellers and moat good 
spellers . are good readers •• ··•· .If we see t hereiation-
ships ·between reading words and spelli ng words, we can 
build spelling skill when we t each reading and we can 
build and strengthen reading skills when we teach 
spelling. 
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Kottmeyer continued to explain that some reading akills are never used 
in epellirig and some spelling skills are never used in reading. How-
ever 1 sQUnd. blending techniques and stru.ctunil. · analysis skills are used 
in both spelling . and rea~g. Since raast eey of the structural sld.lls 
in reading contribute to spelling skills , Kottm~r believes we should 
explore the possibilities of using spelling teaching time to teach t he 
sound blending and structural a.n&lysis for reading. 
' 
Gatea2 considered neglect of appropriate training in visual 
perception of words; phonetic or othe.r t3Pea of analytical training, 
and changes from one type of visual training to another causes of 
retardation in reading and spelling. 
Research on Spelling instruction indicates that the text book, 
the word list, the direct anal.yaia· of the individual word, a phonetic 
approach and the context method .re important phases of spelling 
mastery. The potential value of each approach bas not been determined. 
lwu11am Kottme.rer, non the Relationship of Word Perception 
Skills in Reading and 1n Spelling," Education 172: 600-603 (May, 1952), 
p. 600. . 
2 
rthur I . Gates , The Psrcholog,y 9.! Reading~ SpeJ.U.ng, 
New York: T~ohers College, Columbia University, (1942), pp. 88,89. 
Horn1 presents six types of eVidence to consider in evaluating 
the potential contribution of phonic instruction to Spelling. · 
1• Evidence on the Uriifo:r:rnity of prOnunciation~ 
2. Evidenee on the way that various soUnds are 
epelled. · 
3~ Data from investigations of att~pts by-
children to apell eoilDdi;· 'ill common:· vor&r:e . 
4. EVidence on the infiuelice of voro patterns . 
aJld of the. ways in which ~ou.nda are spelled in dif-
ferent word relationships. 
5. Evidence on t .he laws of .association and 
· positive and negative transfer. ·· · 
6. Finclinga from the research on teaching 
generalizations such as spelling ruleS.! 
An important distinction in appra~sing the relation of phonics 
and spelling is that between platfo:nn~ pubUc speech and colloquial 
parlance. The pronunciation of words have changed in popular usage, 
especiallT the vowel sounds. 
Kncmledge of phonics is not a guarantee for correct spelling 
because many sounds he.ve various spellings and the problems of sUent 
letters will always be baffiing. The main prefixes and suffixes and 
the knowledge of how to add these to base words can be leamed. 
1 s . Ernest Horn, "Phonetics and . pelling, n Elementarz School 
Journa.l,LVII (May, 1957) 1 PP• 424-432. . 
Horn1 states that 
••• the criteria for deciding whether a phonetic 
generalization is possibly worth tMch.ing are that 
it should apply to a large number of words and that 
it ehould have £w exceptions, certainJ.T not hundreds 
of e.-.cceptione. 
When the evidence on both the consistency and the 
irregularities of English Spelling is critically and 
.l"ealistically assessed, little justi.fioa.ti6n is found 
for the clainl that pupils can arrive dedUctively at 
the spelling of most words they can pronounce. There 
seeme. no . escape from the direct teaching ot the l arge 
number of common words wh:ieh do not conform in their 
spelling to &llJ' phonetic or orthographic rule. 
Furness2 expresses this theory on phonics instruction in the 
area of spelling. Phonics defined as "any experience either in hear-
ing or pronouncing words or both11 contributes to the leaming o£ 
spelling 11by gi v:i.ng a knowledge ot the sound val.ue ot letters, by 
developing clear articulation and. enunciation, by correcting in-
accuracies. of speech, by strengthening the association between the 
eom.on speech sounds and their literal equivalents, and by calling 
attention to the common elements of words. n 
1Ibid., p. 431. 
-
2 
Edna Lee Furness, "Evidence on Phonics Instruction and 
Spelling Sucoess, n Clearing House, 31 : (January, 1957), pp. 279-283. 
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Themanl presents a six atep method emphasising t he child 1 s 
individual spelling needs. Phonics 1 in her theory, is considered 
a cause of confusion to t he chlld. This is Theman Is process . 
1. Hel p ~he child succeed. in spelling words ae 
he -needs them. 
2. Help the child become independent in epelling. 
3. Recognise the wide span of spelling levels 
in an indi T.ldual class. 
4. Provide for individual differences-. 
5. Foster in the children a desire to spell 
correctly and teach them to take pride in spelling 
growth. 
6. Build a background of experience, . a desire, 
an opportunity to communicate honestly, creatively 
and imaginatively-. 
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Hawley and Gallup2 studied the relative superiorit y of the list 
method and context method of teaching spelling. Two Roohester, New 
York schools, Seward School,. Number 19, and the Francia Parl<:er School, 
Number 23, participated in the study. The study involved eleven 
hundred pupile from good English speaking homes, uho were in Grades 
three to eight inclusive and whose agee ranged f!'Qm o<iven to fifteen. 
Thirty•two teachers cooperated in the atudy. The basic t ext in each 
class was used to keep the teaching situation natural. There were 
lViola Theman, nways of Teaching Spelling," National Education 
Association Journal, XL (December, 1951),. pp . 6o7-6o8 • . 
2w. E. HallY ley nd Jackson Gallup, 11The List versus the Sentence 
Method of Te.:~ohing Spelling, " Journal of Educational Research, V 
(April, 1922), pp. 3o6-310. . --
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t hirty lessons with a test at t he end of each ten. Some classes used 
con.text met hod. others UMd list method of stud,y. The r esult s of the 
study show that the pupils uing list met hod did bette!" than .those 
using sentence method, 
I11 1941, R-u.sselll att e.ltlp"l;,ed to ·discover some f ctors associated 
with spelling readiness or ability to learn spelling in the primary 
grades . This atud;y 
••• explores the relatio~'hip of spelling ability 
to o·ther 4nguage skills in the high first and low 
second grades .00 studies aome effects on early spell-
ing ability of t wo types of r eading programs, one 
involving early and large amounts of phonetic analysis, 
the other later and l ess emphasis on phonetic procedures . 
This study involved four classes consisting of one hundred sixteen 
pupils of t he greater Vancouver; British Columbia a rea. These children 
were in an ·average economic district. The classes were selected be-
cause two alasses had reading programs involving much worK in phonics 
and two classes had reading programs with little emphasis on phonics. 
The children were studied in May and June, 19411 when they were 
at the end of Grade 1 and again in November, 19411 when they were in 
Grade 2. The average I. Q. of the phonics group was 104. The average 
I. Q. of the little emphasis on phonics group was 105. 
Eaoh child was meaau:red by six group tests and seven individual 
tests either in first or second grade. 'fhe tests included one group 
1n. H. Russell, "Di agnostic Study of Spelling Readiness , " 
Journal£.!. F.duoa.tional Research, XXXVII, {December, 1943}; pp. 276-283. 
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intelligence te t , two spelling tests, four reading and ·letter r ecog-
nition tests, three visual perception teats and three auditory perceptio 
tests. 
The results of Russell 's first grade study" indicate that 
••• the group participating in the rather direct 
type of reading instruction involving consider& le 
phonics and early practice in handwri ti."lg had reliably · 
greater achieverttents in eleven out of t welve teste:~ given 
and that ten out of the t t..rel ve teats had a correlation 
with spelling abUity in t he second grade ranging from 
0.67 to 0.88. 
A first-grade program of direet instruction in · 
re: ding that inelud.e early instruction in ha.ndw:clting 
and phonetic analysis (with emphasis on both appearance 
and sound of words , syllables , and letters) produces 
better achievement 1n English spelling than · more in-
cidental fii'Bt-grade pl""Ogr&rll involving littl "phonics". 
(This study 1 however, does :not offer eVidence of spell-
ing achievement beyond the second grade or compM"e 
growths in desirable social and e!!lOtional attitudes 
developed ill the two programs. )1 
Spelling ability in the second grades studied is 
closely related to abilities in word recognition and 
parag1•aph reading, to abilities in recognition of 
cnpital and lower case letters, to trisual perception 
bill ties such as distinguishing a word seen from other 
similal' words or :t>ecognizing small differ~mee i.n ~Tords , 
and to aUditory perception abilities such a giving the 
names of lett era sounded or spelling nonsense syllables. 2 
1 
RusseP., .21?.• ill•• p . 282. 
2 Russell , £e.• ~·, p. 283. 
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Russell ' s st\ld,y supports a phonetic approach to spelling. 
Studie-3 by Jackson~1 Pett;i2 t.md Oook..3 support the direct individual 
word ap:proach to spelling. 
In hiu study, Jackson defined word- aua.:ty-sia as u ••• the present&-
tion of spelling assignments · by the · groupir..g ·of· words · through: 
1 . Root relationships as barked~ barking. 
2. Sound groupings as power, pawder. 
3. Similar endings as tremble~· stumble. n4 
Jackson r ecommends that word-.analyl!Jis as an approach to the 
teaching of spelling, ba evaluated in t he light of its contribution 
to these four .factors: 
1 . To spelling achievement when compared to the 
re8ular text book method. 
2. As an aid in the attack upon the sounding and 
spelling of unfamiliar words . 
3. In the organization of spelling assignments 
about sound~ root~ or ending relationships instead of 
the conventional age-group vooabulary organization 
found in a spelling text. 
4. To readi_ng and to language achievement in 
general. 
1 Joseph Jackson, "Infiuence of ~'lord Analysis upon Spelling 
Attainm.ent,n Journal of Educational Research~ XLVII (October, 1953)~ 
pp. l07-ll5. . - . 
2walter T. Petty, "Phonetic Elements as Fact ors i."l Spelling 
Difficulty," Journal of Educational Research, LI (NovEftber, 1957), 
pp . 209-214. - . 
3Ruth Cathlyn Cook, "Evaluation of Two Methode of Teaching 
Spelling, n ~~nta;z School Journal, 58 (October, 1957) , pp. 21-27. 
4 . ' 
Jackson, ~· ~., p. 107. 
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Jackson ' s experimental- control analysis of two methods of 
speliing instruction involved two schools in Dearborn, Michigan . One 
school had t wo fifth ~:trades participat e in t he stud,v, one class as t he 
experimental group and t he other as the control group . The other 
school had two third grade groups participate, one as the experimental 
group, the other as a cont rol group . 
The experimental time was one semester. Both groups were 
allowed a maximum ~ily- study allotment t ime of thirty minutes 1 the use 
o:f a dictionary; the application of .the rules of grammar and t he use 
of sentence applications of spelling· words . 
The control group adhered to the spelling text. The experiment-
al group adhered to the study procedures in the work manua1.1 
Jackson's results follova 2 
1 . After a semester 's experimentation, the ex-
perimental group using word-analysis through phonetic 
blending, root relationship,t or ending similarity did 
not achieve significantly- better upon a spelling list 
derived from its study manual nor upon a neutral spell-
ing list when compared to a control group which ueed 
i ts text as a source for spelling words. 
2. The amount of group overlearning involved in 
assimilating t he various phonetic blends along with the 
1Nardine i 'illmore, Steps to Mastery of Words, (Aurora, lllinois1 
Educational Service, Incorporated, 1949), 105' pp. 
2Ja ckaon, .£e.• ill•, P• llS. 
amoll.."lt o.f :t•eview designated for ma.stery in the man:ual 
"Steps to Mastery- of Words" does not appear to yield 
superior ·spelling achievement when compared to a con-
Tentional method of studying spelling. The time in-
volved in the overlearning on the basis of this 
experiment does not seem to be peychologioally repro-
ductive of a.chiev:Sllent . 
3. '.L'he spelling or words eviderrely embodies a 
variety of skills many of which are acquired rather 
early in this experiment and appears to . be one of a 
number of lesser skills of oonsequence in the total 
ass:L1lilation process .• 
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Pettyl describes his doctoral study "An Analysis of Certain 
Phonetic Elem~,ts in a Selected List of Pers+atently Difficult Spelling 
vlords. n2 Petty tried to perceive' ·the· relaticmship ·between the 
penistence ot the difficulty and the presence of epecif-io phonetic 
elements in the words. 
Phonetic elements which appear in selected words of continual 
spelling diffic·ulty to be related to this difficulty had to be 
identif'ied . From pupil representation of these identified phonetic 
elements, the extent. of thiB relationship had to be determined. 
The population involved in this study included eighteen mid-
western school systems, seven hundred forty-two sixth graders and 
!walter T. Pet'l:.y, ''Phonetic Elements as Factory in Spelling 
Difficulty, n Jo_urnal £! Educatio~l !J.search, Vol. LI, No. 3, 
(Novemberg 1957~, pp. 209 .. 211. . · 
· 2walter T. Petty, 0Ah Analysis of Certain Phonetic Elements in 
a Selected List of Persier~e."ltly Difficult Spelling Words, n (Unpublished 
Doetoral Dissertation, State University of Iowa, 1955). 
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six hundred seventy- six eighth graders. 
TtJo fifty word tests were used. one test was given to four 
hundred aixth graders and three hundred twenty eighth graders J the 
other test w administered to three hundred forty- two sixth graders 
and three hunch"ed fifty- six eighth graders . The tests were dminis-
tared by tape recording to avoid variatione in pronunciations . 
Petty' s study indicates that each word must be learned as an 
individual problem. The representation of individual sound did not 
show a specific relationship to the persistence of pelling diffieul ty 
of som iOrds . 
Oook1 evaluated two methods of spelling instruction in 
Grades II - VI inclusive in southwest Minneeota. No city involved had 
over fifty thousand in population. 
The teachers had similar college preparation i n the experimental 
and control groups. Originally, there were on thousand three children 
and forty- one cla sea in the study. Data was tabulated on mne hundred 
eighty-three ohildr~n il'l thirty- eiglrt classes. 
The median I. Q. was 104 tor the control group. The mean I. Q. 
was 104.2. For the expet~imental group, the median I. Q. was 103. The 
mean I. Q. was 102.5. 
Both groups used a basic word list . The control group studied 
each word as an individual problem and as whole. The experimental 
1 Cook, £e• ~., pp. 21-27. 
group :tollowed work boQk exercises . The words were analysed, used in 
context or discovered in context . 
The results of the study show a 2.2 difference 1n the means in 
favor of the control group . The method used by the control group 
seems to result 1n more very good spell rs (over ninety-five per cent 
of the words right) than does the analytical method used by the ex-
perimental group. Very poor spellers {less than ninety-five per cent 
correct) wore in the same proportion in both groups . 
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Cook • s study indicates that spelling inotruation should provide 
an adequate amount of drill on actual worde to be learned. Confusion 
reeulting from too minute, too extrem · an analysis of a word which 
might be better learned aes a whol , should be avoided. 
The question o£ the place of phonics, context study, and direct 
approach to each word continues to be unanswered. The contribution of 
word analysis to spelling achievement · needa to be in'Yeittiga.ted further. 
This study' is an attempt to evaluate a planned program in grade two. 
GH.A.PTER n 
PLAN OF THE STUDY 
An experimental stud,y was undertaken to detel'lline the effectiVe-
ness ot a planned progra111. of word anal,ysis at the second grade level. 
Thirty lessons were selected from the series of forty lessons for word 
analysis practice vhich were deTeloped by · Mlldred R. Fancey. The 























DAY-BY-D.AY L~SON OUTLINE 
Word Elements 
Long and short i 
ContractionS -
Recognizing begtnDlng blends 
Adding erxtlngs to root words 
Long and short :2: 
Blends ~· g!, f!, &6 p_!, sl 
Blends .::!J gt,. .!!!:, £!:, £, l!: 
Bltmds $!:1 ;e!, ~~ str, !.£ 
Sof't sound tli 
Voiced sound-~ 
Blend at 
ir aouiid zas a vowel 
Vowel a 
Putting together known consonants and vowel 
Silent vovels in words 
Modified vowel sounds 
ar sound; review ir 
DOubling final coilionant when adding endings 










) oth day 
Changing l to 1 before adding an ending 
Different soundS of c 
Different sounds of i 






Drrrerent letters for same sound 
Description £! Lessons 
In lesson one, auditory and visual perception practice is 
provided for the recognition of long and short i words. First long i · 
- -
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words are written on the blackboard, looked a.t and listened to, then the 
short i words . After tudying 'these words, each child is given two 
. -
cards: !ol!i on one, and short on the other. After listening to the 
teacher pronounce each word in a list of mixed .!2!!& and short ! words, 
each child holds up the card that describes the vowel sound. This 
provides an immediate and rapid check on every child. Example: kind, 
mill. 
In lesson two, visual practice in recognizing the fo:nn and mean-
ing of contractions is given. After discussing a few contractions, 
what they look like, and the meaning of the apostrophe, each child is 
given three cards with the numbers l, 21 and 3 on them. The teacher 
holds up a large flash card with three similar numbered phrases and aske 
which phrase means the same as a. certain contraction ( exartple: wasn ' t). 
Each child holds up the number card he thinks .is right. This exercise 
also provides rapid checks on every child. Example: wasn ' t: s it, 
was not, were not. 
Lesson three provides visUa.l and auditory recognition of begin-
ning blends by choosing two out of three words that have the same 
initial sounds . This les.son is followed by written practice in matching 
words with the same beginning bl ends . Eleample: drop , rain, drive. 
Lesson four gives auditory and visual practice for adding the 
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endings !!' .2!!" and i~ to known root words. The lesson is followed by-
blackboard practice in identifying and underlining the roots of familiar 
words . Example: paint, painted, paints, painting. 
Lesson five furnishes the children wi 1;h drill in recognizing the 
l ong and short ..!. sound in familiar words . It is conducted similar to 
lesson one, and is followed by each child holding up the long card when 
he h rs · the long ! sound in a word, or the short card if he hears the 
short ~ aound in the word pronounced by the teacher. Example: such, use. 
Lesson six gives practice in the viaua.l and auditory perception 
of the blends: ~ .2±_, g , .&!1 ~, and !!· The children choose two out 
of three words that haV'e the same beginning blend. They have drill at 
the blackboard in using these blends to build new words with familiar 
phonogra.ms . E'lery child has a set of flashcards with these blends on 
them. Each holds up the correct card that shows the beginning blend of 
the word pronounced by the teacher. Example: slant, slip. 
Lesson seven helps the children to recognize the blends contain-
ing the !: sound by analyzing the beginning sounds of familiar words , and 
by building unknown words from known words (example: rap, trap) . 
EXample: dress, ~· 
Lesson eight is somewhat similar to lessons six and seven, but 
deals with the following blends: ~ !!!, ~~ str, and !h· This lesson 
may be varied by having the children write the beginning blends they 
hear in words dictated to them, on paper or on the blackboard. 
Example: plank, E!· 
Lesson nine deals with the voiceless ·sound of lh· Sometimes this 
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o\md can be heard in the beginning, the middle, or the end of a word. 
A riddle game is suggested to enrich the interest in this sound, and a 
ga.me for two teams may be played for · listening to where t he sound 13 
heard in the pronounced word. Example: ]£1etle, path, bi~da,v. 
Lesson t en introduces the voiced!!:. sound. It describes the 
sound and compares it 1o~ith the voiceless ~sound. A game with yes and 
!!£. cards for everyone in th class providetJ a quick check for the 
teacher to see how well each child differentiates between the two sounds. 
Example; ~en, whe~er, wi!h• 
Lesson eleven trains the children in the visual- auditory 
perception of the blend !!· It provides exercises in recognizing the 
!!::_ sound in the beginning, the middle, or at the end of words . 
EKample: stop, sister, last. 
Lesson twelve shows the children that there are more vowel sounds 
than ju t the long and short sounds. Here they are introduced to the 
modified sound of the vowel ! followed by the consonant !:• The long and 
short !. sounds are reviewed, then drill is provided for all three sounds . 
Example: tb!!?. 
Lesson thirteen teaches the uae of l• Sometimes it ia used as a 
VOW'el and has t he long ! or short ! sound. It points out that l. is often 
used, at the end of a word in preference to ! • Example: city, busy. 
Lesson fom"teen gives the children training in the visual and 
auditory perception of the long and short sounds of the vowel !.• This 
lesson is similar to lesson one in its presentation to the class, and 
ale,o uses the long and short flash cards for every child. Ex:amplea gave, 
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rJeason fifteen provides practice using the vowel sounds and blends 
learned in tha previous lessons by building a new word or changing it 
into a different word by substituting one sound in it. This helpa to 
impress the child iiith the knowledge that every part of a word i very 
important . EXample: sat, hat, hit, hip, ship. 
Lesson ah.-teen provides review practice with words that have the 
long ! or short ! sounds . Then it goes on to explain tb.at the !! or !l. 
sound can also have the long _sound. Exatnple: clay, braid. 
Lesson seventeen reviews t he modified vowel sound ir. Then it 
. -
tea.che the children to identify the !!: sound and to differentiate 
bet Teen the various .! sounde that have already been learned. Ex.anq:>le: 
b rn, farther. 
esson eighteen repeats the various ! sounds that have already 
been learned and goas on to teach the sound of !. when it is foll011ed. by 
! or !!• It provides Visual practice to show that the letter.! followed 
by! or! points out which ound to try first. uxample; walk, fall . 
Lesson nineteen teaches the children the rea.sorus for doubling the 
fi 1 consonant before adding the endings to certain root words . It also 
contains exerc~.ses that help the identification of certain root words . 
Ex:ampl : diggii1g, hopped. 
Lasson twenty shows the use of the ! ~ounds (:2,., ! 1 and .s!s_) in 
short vcwel words. After arranging the words with the hard£ or ! 
sounds in columns, it becomes evident that .£ is usually used before 
short a , o or u and the k is usuall.y used before short e or i . Ck i 
--- - -- -
usually used after any of the short vowels . Example: ~t, cod, cub, 
kitten, kettle, pack, n ck, kick, cock, and duck. 
Lesson twenty-one teaches the children to change the ending z 
(in words ending with l) to ! before adding certain endings. It pro-
vides practice for the children to write various endings after seeing 
the root word. Example: cry, cries, cried. 
Leason t-Aenty~two shows the use of the different sounds for the 
letter c. C usuall.y" has the soft o or ··s ·· sound when ·it is followed by 
- - - -
,!, !!• or l.• The children can identify which sound to use, when shown 
words , by display'ing ~ or ~ flash cards. These words for visual 
practice can be shoim to the cb1ldren on large flash cards or they may 
be written on the blackboard. Ex:ample: car, crow, cut, city, face, 
Nancy. 
Lesson twenty-three gives auditory practice for the uses of the 
hard and soft sounds of the letter s.~ Listening practice is provided 
in a game with each child using his hard or sott· f'luh card to show 
--
which sound is heard in each word. ED.mplaa engine, began. 
Lesson twenty- four gives visual and auditory practice in 
recognizing and pronouncing words that have two vowels neXt to each 
other. When two vowels come together in a word, usually the first 
vowel has t he long sound and the second vowel is silent. Practice is 
given in pronouneiilg unknawm words , and in changing words with a long 
vowel sound to words with a short vowel sound. Example: mean, men . 
Lesson twenty-five shows the use of the final !. as a clue to the 
vowel sound in a word. Usual.J.y the preceding vowel sound will be long 
when a word ends with an e. Practice is provided for changing a short 
-. 
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vowel ord into a. long vowel or vice v rsa. EKample t dim, dime; 
csne, can. 
Lesson twenty- six shows how to identify the ~ sound in words . 
The letters £!_ usually appear i n the middle of the word and the letters 
~at tha end of the word. Auditory practice is given in a list of 
words diet · ted by the teacher for discrimination oi' the different E 
sounds alr d,y learned. EXample; cold, broil, horse, joy, clock. 
Lesson twenty-seven reviews the four sounds already learned .for 
the vowel _2, then teaches the two sounds for 22.• Both visual and 
auditory practice is given for these sounds . The children are taught 
that they will need to try both sounds in an unknown word and then de-
cide which ie the better. Example s brook, foolish. 
Lesson twenty- eight gives visual and auditory practice in th 
perception of the sound £!!• The children learn that they must try both 
sounds before deciding whether the sound should have the long .2. sound or 
the £!sound as in~· Practice in deciding which sound to use is given 
in a list of unknown words . Example: chowder, hollow. 
Lesson twenty- nine gives practice in listening to words contain-
ing the ou sound. The ou and ow sounds are compared as to appearance 
- - -
and s ound. Then the children write on the blackboard any of these 
&SOunds that they- find in their reading. The words are put in the correct 
column: the ~ column, or the £! sound. Example: mouse, pound, loud; 
crowd, brown, now. 
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Lersson thirtY' compares words that have the same YOWel sound~ but 
not the same vowel letters. Written praotioe is provided in pairing 
words together that have similar vowel sounds. Example: oak~ rope; 
shoes~ soonJ straight, cake. 
The complete description o:r a1l the lessons are in the Appendix. 
Pgpulation 
The population includes two claasrooms, one experimental and one 
control, from each of three colllllunities. Table II shows the comparison 










CHRONOLOGICAL AND MI!:NTAL AGES 
OF !HE EXPERIM.t!mAL 
AIID CONTROL GROUPS 
Mean c • .A.. S.D. Mean M.A.. ~ 
-
89.$5 4 .. 27 95.98 11.67 
88.71 4.37 97.51 ll.45 
The mean chronological. age of the experimental. group is 89. 55 
compared with 88.71 for the control gro1.lp. The mean mental. a ge of the 
experimental group is .95.98 cOIIlJ)ared vith 97.51 for the control group. 
On Deeember . first of 1957 ~ the chronological ages or the experi-
mental group ranged from 6-9 to 8-2. The chronological ages of the 
control group range from 6-10 to 8-7. The mental ages of the experiment-
al group range from 5-11 to 12-1. The mental ages of the control group 
range froM S-ll to 12-0. 
T'1e il.1te~ligence tests used. in this stu<iy were the Kuhlman-
Anderson Intelligence Test, Booklet A1 and the California Short-Form 
Test of !1ental f.nturi ty. 2 
Testing Plan 
Th experililental study l asted eight weeks. Two of the weeks were 
f or testing and six weeks were used to teaQh the thirty specific lessons 
Four tests wer e administered at the beginning of t his study. 
Since there ie no standardized measure of phonetic knowledge 1 a phonics 
toot was constructed by l1a.rgaret M. Lane to measure the child ' s knowledge 
of vowels and bl~. This is a group inventory of auditory dis crimina-
tion. The teacher pronounced all the words . The children attempted to 
match VOW"el sounds and beginning blends . These phonetic elements ar e 
tested : 













- -i Long 0 
1 Short 0 
ir 00 {look) 
00 (goose) 
ow 
1Published by Personnel Press, 1952. 





B. Blends at t.he Beginning of Words 
th st br wh sm 
- -
Questions 1 - 22 .test vowel sounds. 
The 66 words chosen t est the children 66 times . 
Questions 23 - 30 test blends at the beginning of words. 
The 24 words chosen test the childl-en 24 times. 
A copy of the phonics test is in the Appendix • . 
The Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficultyl, Spelling Test 1 
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for Grades 2 and .3, was used to determine the spelling · achievement of 
the groups. A copy of this test may be found ·in the Appendix. '1\lo of 
Gates Advanced Primary Reading Tests2 were chosen from available second 
grade reading tests . Tests that were considered included the Detroit 
Reading Test;3 Iowa Silent Reading Tests;4 11etropolitan Achievement, 
Elert1Bntary Reading Test;5 and the Stanford Elementary Reading Test. 6 
The Gates Reading Tests were sel ected for the f ollOwing reasons: 
1Published by World Book Company, 1955. 
2Published by Teachers College, Columbia University, 1943. 
Jp,J.blished by l\Torld Book Company, 1927. 
4Published by "Ylorld Book Company, 194.3. 
5Published b.r tiorld Book Company, 1946. 
~blished by World Book Company, 1952. 
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(1) The level of difficulty ,.,as adequate for the ablest pupils; 
(2 ) The norms are based upon .approximately 5,500 records obtained ·from 
schools in varioUs places J ( 3) The Tests measure reading competence 
with mm-e eJ~~pbaeis on level of comprehension than on rate of speed; aDd 
(4) None o:r the scllools involved in this study u.se the Gates Reading 
Tests in their testing progrU28. 
The phoni.cs and spelling tests were adrlinistered on December 18 
and 19 • The Gates Advanced Primary Reading Tests were given on Ja.'luary 2 
and 3. The Gates Primary Reading Test Word Recognition, Type 1, Form. 1 
measures the degree to which a pupll can identi£y words representative 
of the primary voca.b\U.ary. The Gates Paragraph Reading, Type 2; Form 1 
measures the ability to understand thought units with a full comprehension 
ot the whole. 
For six weeks the experimental group was given intensive 
instruction in the thirty specific vard analysis lessons each morning 
during the regular phonic period. Spelling, phonics, and reading testa 
were administered on February 191 20; ani 21. The Durrell Analysi.l!l of 
Reading Dif'.ticul ty, Spelling Test far Grades 2 and 3 was used. The 
Phonics Test which vas constructed for this stud,y and Form 2 of the 
Ge.tes Advanced Primary Reading Tests.- Type l Word Recognition and Type 2 
Paragraph Reading were gi. ven also . 
All tests were corrected and scored by the writers. At t he oon-
cllU!Iion of the testing program, the scores of the various classes were 
compiled according to the control and experimental groups. The results 
are presented in the next. ohapter. 
CHAPTER lli 
ANALYSIS OF DATA 
The data were analyzed to determine the effect of the thirty word 
analysis lessons on 
1 . Phonics 
2. Spelling 
.3. Word Recognition 
4. Paragraph Reading 
Table lli show the distribution of scores on t he phonics test at 
t he beginning of the s tudy. 
TABLE III 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON INITL\L PHONICS TESTING 
Intervals Experimental Group Control Group 
86 - 90 5 10 
81 - 85 10 4 
76 - 80 7 10 
.. ,1 -75 4 7 
66 - 70 10 13 
61 - 65 13 5 
56 - 60 8 7 
51 - 55 3 3 
46 - 50 1 2 
4l - 45 0 0 
36 - 40 1 0 
Mean 69.60 71. 52 
S.D. 11. 35 11.18 
- -
The scores for the experimental group ranged from thirty- nine to 
eighty- nine with rnean of 69.60,. and for the controi group from forty-
six 'bo lti.noty t.•i :th a mean of 71. 52. 
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Table IV shows the distribution of a cores on the phonics test at 
the close of the at~. 
TABLE IV 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON FINAL PHONICS TESTING 
Intervale .E?t?erimental Group Control Group 
88 - 90 8 10 
8.5 - 87 9 6 
82 - 84 8 4 
79 - 81 7 5 
76 - 78 3 6 
73 1!!!1 7.5 6 6 
70- 72 1 2 
67 -69 .  , 6 1 
64- 66 3 6 
61 - .6J 5 5 
58 - 60 5 2 
55 - 51 1 5 
52 ... 54 0 1 
49 - 51 0 0 
46 .. 48 ·0 2 
l1ean 76.13 73.76 
S.D. 10.1.3 12.06 
The scores for the experimental group ranged from 57 to 90 'tii th 
a mean of 76.13, and for the control group from 48 to 90 with a mean 
of 73.76. 
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'l'a.ble V shcms th comparison of the phonic test scores at the 
b~g:l.nning of the study;. 
TABLE V 
COUPARISON OF INITIAL PHONICS TEST 
!£· Mean 
---











1. 92 .95 
,The -mean sco~ for the experimental group was 69 . 60 compared with 
71.52 :tor the control group. The critical ration of .95 shows the 
difference · is not etatistical.ly' significant. There are 64 chances in 
100 that thi is true difference in favor of the contrQl group . 
'l'able VI shows the comparisc;m (>:f the •c~res on phonics test at 
the Close of the study. 
TABLE VI- ... 
:COMPARISONS IN FINAL. PEONlCS TEST 
!!2.· Mean §.:.§_. !!!, ~· S. E. cliff • .2..:!• 
Experimental 62 







2.37 2. 00 1.19 
The mean score for the experimental group was 76.13 compared with 
73.76 for the oontrol group . The critical ratio-·of 1.1 is not stati!:-
tioall,y significant. There are 74 changes in 100 that this i s a true 
difference in favor of the experimental group . 
Table VII shows the comparison of initial end final mean s cores 
for the experlmantal group on the phonics test. 
TABLl!. VII 
CO~WARISON OF MEAN SCORES ON PHONICS TEST 
FOR THE EXPER.INENTAL GROUP 
No. Mean §_&. S.E. m Diff . 
-
s.~. D.ll'r. £:!:. 
Initial rest 62 69 .60 11.35 1.44 6.53 1~93 3•38 
Final Te t 62 76. 13 10.13 1.28 
The mean score for the initial phonics test was 69 .60 compared 
with 76.13 for: the final test. The critical ratio : of ·3.38 shows this 
difference is signif~eant. 
. . . 
,;_p .. bi.e Vlli .shows the comparison 'between the initial and final 
mean scores for the Control Group on the ·Phonics Test. 




TABLE VUI · .. i 
COMPARISON OF SCORES ON PHONICS TEST 
FOR CONTROL {]ROUP·· · . 
.··!:!!!!!! S.D. S.E. · ·irl · 
-
· 61 ' 
-71.52 11.18 1.43 2.24 






The mean score on the initial phonics test was 71.52 compared 
with 73.76 for the final test . The criti cal ratio of l.o6 shows this 
difference ia not significant. There are 70 chances in 100 that this 
is a true difference. 
Table IX shows the comparison of the gains of the experimental 






COl·IPARISON OF GAINS I tJ PHONICS TESTS 







£!!!!! S.E. Diff. C.R. 
4.29 '2. 86 1.50 
The difference in gain in the experimental group was 6.5.3 com-
pared with 2.24 for the control .grou:p. · .. 'I'he critical ratio or 1.50 shmrs 
this difference is not statistically significant. There ·are 86 chances 
in 100 .that this is a true diff erence. · 
Table X shows the distribution of scores on the initial. and final 
Spelling tests . 
Boston Univers ity 
School of Education 
Librar;v. 
TABLE X 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON SPELJJ~NG TESTS 
Initial Testing · Final Testing 
Intervals EXperimental Control· Experimental Control 
QrouE Group GrouE Grou:E 
17 0 1 2 1 
16 0 1 1 0 
15 1 1 1 6 
14 l 4 3 8 
13 1 5 2 6 
12 1 1 4 0 
11 1 3 7 2 
10 11 3 7 2 
9 6 5 9 3 
8 6 6 2 3 
7 10 3 4 1 
6 5 4 2 8 
;; 9 6 0 10 
4 4 2 5 0 
3 6 3 5 7 
2 6 9 5 2 
1 2 3 2 0 
0 1 1 1 2 
Mean 6.13 7. 38 8.26 8. 52 
S.D. 3.23 4.49 4. 31 4. 45 
The scorea for the experimental group from the initial Spelling 
Test ranged from 1 to 15 tdth a mean of 6.13 and for the control group 
from 0 to 17 with a mean of 7 .38. 
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The scores for the experimental group on the final testing ranged 
f rom 0 to 17 with a mean of 8.26, and for the control group from 0 to 17 
with a mean of 8.52. 
Table XI shows the comparison of the spelling scores at the be-
ginning o£ the stu.dy. 
TJ\..BLE XI 
CmWARISONS ;(N INITIAL SPELJ,ING TEST 
No. Hean §_ill. S. E. i'n Diff. S. E. Diff . C.R. 
- - - -
Experimental 62 6.13 3.23 .41 1.25 .70 1.78 
Control 61 7.38 4.49 .51 
Table XI shows the comparison of the mean scores o£ the 
experimental ·and control groups in the· initial Spelling Test. The mean 
score for the experimental group is 6 .1.'3 compared with 7.38 r().,r th mean 
score of the control group. The critical ratio of 1.,78 is not statis-
tically significant. There are 92 chances in 100 that this is a true 
difference in favor of the control group. 
Table XII shaws the compmson of the spelling icores at the end 
of the study. 
TABLE Xll 
COMPARISONS IN FINAL SPELLING 'I'EST 
!2.• Mean S.D. S. E. m Diff . S . E. Diff . .£:1!• 
Experimental 62 8.26 4.31 .55 . 26 .81 
Control 61 8. 52 4.45 
The mean score of the experimental group is 8.26 compared t'lith 
8. 52 for the mean score of the control group. The critical ratio of 
.32 is not statisticaJJ..y significant. There are 25 chances in 100 that 
this is a true difference in favor of the control group. 
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Table nii shows the comparison of the gains in the experimental 
group between tho initial and final Spelling Teattt . 
Initial Test 
Final Test 
· TABLE Xlli 
COMPARISON OF GAINS IN EXPERIMENTAL GROUP 
IN SPELLING TEST 
!2.· Mean S.D. s.m. Ill ~~ S,E. Dif:f' . . 
-
62 6.13 3.23 .41 2.13 . 69 
62 8. 26 4.31 .55 
.Q.J!. 
.3 . 08 
The rnean score fozo the initial Spelling Test was 6.13 compared 
with 8.26 for the mean score of the fiual Spelling Test. The critical 
ratio of 3.08 is statistica.lly significant. 
Table XIV shows the comparison of the gains in the control group 




COMPARISON OF GAINS IN CONTROL GROUP 
IN SPELLING TEST 
!!2.· Mean ~- S. E. m !!!!!· 
-
61 7.38 4·.49 .57 1.14 
61 8.52 4.45 .60 
S. E. Diff. !!:.!!· 
. 82 1.39 
The mean score for the· initial Spelling Test vas 7. 38 compared 
with 8.52 for the mean score of the final Spelling Test. The critical 
ratio of 1.39 shvr....rs this difference is not statistically signi_icant. 
There are 82 chances in 100 that this is a true difference. 
Tnble XV shows the comparison of the gain of the experimental 
and control grou~a in the initial and final Spelling Tests . 
'1'4.BLE XV 
001>1PARISON OF GAINS IN SPELLING 'l'ESTS 
!!2· Diff. 






S. E. m mff• §.:._E. Diff. 
~ 69 
. 82. 
. 99 . 93 
The difference in gain in the experimental group was 2.13 com-
pared with 1.14 for the control group. The critical · ratio of . 93 shows 
' 
t his difference is not statist ically significant. There are 64 chances 
in 100 that t his is a true difference. 
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TA.BLE XVI 
DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES 013 !ORD RECOGNITION 
Initial Testing Final 'l'e$tin_g 
Intervals Experimental Control Experimental Control 
-
Grou;e Grou;e Gro~ GrouE 
42 - 44 l 0 l s 
3.9 - 41 0 3 3 7 
36 - 38 2 4 7 l 
3.3 - 3.5 2 0 7 5 
30 - 32 5 0 4 7 
27 - 29 5 5 6 7 
24 - 26 2 s 8 s 
21 - 2.3 2 6 8 8 
18 ... 20 8 10 6 a 
15 - 17 9 9 3 3 
12 - 14 10 3 4 4 
9 - 11 8 9 3 0 
6 ... 8 2 3 1 0 
3 ... 5 .3 4 1 1 
0 ... 2 3 0 0 0 
Mean 17. 89 19. 00 25.53 27. 40 
S.D. 9. 69 9. 48 9. 24 9.34 
'!:he scores f or the experimental group on the initial t st on 
Word Recognition ranged from 0 to 42 with a mean of 17. 89, and for tha 
control group from 3 to 41 with a mean of 19 .oo. 
The scores for tho experimental group on the final test on tvord 
Recognition ranged f rom 3 to 44 with a mean of 25. 53, and for the 
control group from 5 to 44 with a mean of 27 .40. 
Tabla XVII shows the compar1.son oi' the word recognition scores 
at the beginning o£ the study., 
TABLE XVII 
COMPARISONS IN INITIAL i'lORD RECOGNITION TEST 
!£. Mean S.D. S.E. m Diff. S.B. Di.ff. £:!. 
- - -
Experimental 62 17.89 9.69 1. 23 1.11 1.73 .64 
Control 61 19.00 9.48 1.21 
The mean score of the axperimental group is 17.89 compared with 
19.00 for the mean score of the control group. The critical ratio of 
,.64 is not statierliically significant. ThEU"e ·are 48 chances in 100 that 
this is a true difference in favor of the control group . 
T ble XVIII shows the eompariso~ of the word recognition scores 
at the end of the stu~. 
TABLE XVIII 
COMPA.!USONS IN FINAL WOPJJ REOOONI1'ION TEST 
No . Mean S.D. S~E. m Diff. S.E. Diff • . 
_Qd!. 
- - - -
Experimental 62 25.53 9.24 1.17 1.87 1 .. 68 1.11 
Control 61 27.40 9.34 1.20 
57 
The mean score of the experimental group is 2$.53 compared tdth 
27.40 for the mean score of the cont1 .. ol group . The critical ratio of 
1.ll is not statistically significant. There are 72 chance~ in 100 that 
this ie a true difference in favor of the control group. 
58 
Table XIX shows the comparison o:f the gaina in the experimental 




COMPARISON OF GAINS IN EXPERllll!mAL GROUP 
IN WORD RECOGNITION TEST 




17. 89 9~69 
25.53 9.24 





The mean score for the initial word recognition test was 17. 89 
compared with 2~.53 f or the mean score of the final word recognition 
test. The critical ratio of 4.49 is statistically significant . 
Table .XI sh9w the oornparlson of the gains in t he control group 




COMPARISON OF GAINS IN CONTROL GROUP 
IN WORD · REOOGNI'l'ION . TEST 
!2.· Mean '' ~- ···· S·•E•' m · Ditt. 
- -
61 19.00 9.48 1.21 8.40 
61 27.40 9.34 1.20 
S ;. E. Diff. c.R. 
-
1.70 4.94 
The mean score for the initial word recognition test w: s 19.00 
compared with 27.40 f or the mean score of the final phonics test. The 
critical ratio of 4.94 is statistically significant. 
Table XII.shows tha comparison of the gains of the experimental 
and control gt'O\ipa in the initial and final word recognition teats. 
TABLE XXI 
COMPARISON OF GAINS IN WORD RECOGNITION TEST 
No. 
-





S. E. Diff. !!!£!:• S. E. Diff' . 






The dit'ter ence in gain in the experiment al group w~a 7.64 com-
par ed with 8.40 fo~ the control group. The criti:cal ratio of .32 shows · 
this difference is not statisti~l.r significant. There are 24 chances 
in 100 that this i s a true difference. 
Table XXII shows t he distrl.bution ot sool"ee of the experimental 
and con.trol groups on the .Init ial Paragraph Reading Test . 
Int ernla 
28 - 29 
26 - 27 
24 - 25 
22 flO! 23 
20 - 21 
18 - 19 
16- 17 
14 .. 15 
12 - 13 
10- 11 
8 .. 9 
6 '• 7 
4 - 5 





DISTRIBUTION OF $CORES. ON INITIAL 
PABA.GRAPH READING · TEST 

















5. 74 6. 48 
60 
The scor s for t he experimental group ranged from 1 to 26 with a 
mean of 16.12, and for the control group from 0 to 28 With a oan of 
17.18. 
Table XX.lli shows .the distribution of l!lcores of the experimental 




29 - 30 
27 - 28 
25 - 26 
23 - 24 
21 - 22 
19 - 20 
17 - 18 
15 - 16 
13 - 14 
11 - 12 
9 -10 




DISTRIBUTION OF SCORES ON FINAL 







































The scores for the experi:mental .group ranged f r om 1 to 29 w~th a 
mean o.t' 19. 21, and for the control group .t'rom 3 to 31 with a mean of 
19.18. 
Table XXIV shows t he comps.rison of the paragraph reading score9 
t the beginning .of ·the study. 
TABLE XXIV 
COMPARISONS IN INITIAL PARA.CiRAPH READING T~T 
61 
Experimental · 62 
r·1ean S.D. S.E. m J2!!!• S. E. Diff. ~· 
16.12 5.74 .73 1. 06 1.05 1.01 
Control 61 17.;18 6.48 .83 
The mean score for the experimental g1"0up is 16.12 compared with 
17.18 for the mean score of the contro+ ·group . The critical ratio of 
1.01 shove the difference 1e not statistically significant. There are 
68 chances in 100 that this i ·s a true dll'ference in favor of the control 
group. 
Table XXV shows the comparison of the paragraph reading scores 
at the end of the study. 
TABLE XXV 
COMPARISONS IN FINAL PARAGRAPH READING TEST 









.03 1. 08 .03 
The mean score for the experimental group is 19.21 compared with 
19.18 for the mean score of the control group. The critical ratio of 
.03 shows the difference is not statistically significant. There are 
2 oha.nces in 100 that this is a tru.e difference in favor of the 
experimental group. 
62 
Table XXVI shm~e the comparison of the gains in the experimental 




OONPARISON OF GAINS IU EXPEJ:U,.{f!.mAJ:, GROUP 
IN P ARAGRAPil READING 'l'ESTS 








The mean a·core for the initial paragraph reading test is 16.12 
compared with 19.21 for the mean ~ core on the final paragrapn reading 
test. 'the orltical ratio of 2.97 is statistically significant. 
Table XXVII shows the comparison ·of the gains · in the control 




COMPARISON OF GAINS IN OONTROL GROuP 
lN iARAGRAPH READING T~TS 
No. Mean S.D. 
61 17. 18 6.48 
S. z. m Diff. S. E. Diff. 2.&_. 
. 83 2. 00 1.14 1.75 
61 19.18 6.16 • 79 . 
The mean score for the initial p ragraph reading test is 17. 18 
compared with 19.18 for the mean score of the final paragraph reading 
test. The critical ratio of 1 .75 i e not statistically significant. 
There are 90 chances in 100 that this is a true difference. 
6.3 
Tabla XXVUl shmrs the comp r-lson of the gains of the experimental 
~d control groups in t he ini tia.l and final paragraph reading tests . 








S.E. Diff. £:!· 
1.54 . 71 
The difference in gain iD. t he experimental group was .3. 09 . compared 
with 2.00 for the control group . The critical ratio of • 71 shows this 
difference is not statistically significant. 'l'here are 42 chances in 
100 that this is a true difference. 
CHAPTFlt IV 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
'lhie study is an a.ttempt to determine the effectiveness of a 
planned program in word analysis of phonics, spelling, ·word recognition 
and paragraph reading in the second grade. The program consisted of 
thirty lessons which provided practice in phonics, word analysis 1 
auditor.r and visual perception. 
one hundred twenty-three children · from three communities partici-
pated in this study. Sixty-two were in the -experimental group and 
sixty--one comprised the control group. 
Mental Ages were obtained from school records and had been 
determined by the Kuhlman-Anderson Intilligence Test A and the California 
Short-Form Test of Mental Maturity. Chronological ages were taken from 
school records. 
At the beginning of the study' all children were given the Spelling 
Test List 1 from the Durrell Analysis of Reading Difficulty, the Gates 
Advanced Primary Reading Tests of Word Recognition and Paragraph Reading, 
Form 1., and an informal Phonics test constructed for the study. At the 
conclusion of the study, the same spelling and phonics tests were re-
peated and Form 2 of the Gates Advanced Primary Reading Tests of Word 
Recognition and Paragraph Reading was administered. 
For six weeks the experimental group were given thirty prepared 
lessons during the regular phonic period. The control group followed 
the phonic program of the Scott-Foresman s.YBtem. 
CONCLUSIONS 
1~ The material was effective in improving phonics . 
a . On the initial test the mean score for the control group 
w: s 1 . 92 higher t han the $XJ>erimental group . 
b. The M8\Ul score of the final test showed the experimental 
group 2. 37 higher than the control • 
.. 
2. The material appeared to improv spelling. 
a . The initial spelling test was in favor of the cont rol group 
with · mean difference of 1 . 25. The final te t till 
favored the control group but the difference vas only .26. 
b . I n comparing initial and final scores for the experimental 
group, the critical rat io was 3.08, showing . statistically 
sigrrliicant gain. 
c . A similar comparison of control group scores showed the gain 
was not statistically significant. 
3. The reading achievement was favorably affected. 
~ •. 1 
a . Both word recognition end paragraph meQning showed 
significant gains· f or the experimental group. 
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Word Analysis Practice 

































DAY-BY-DAY LJJSSO!i OUTLINE 
·lord Elements 
Long and s.hort i 
Contractions -
Recognuing beginning blends 
Adding endings t .o .root worcm 
· Lor1g and sho1'"t u 
-
Blcr1ds ~~ £.!; n , t1l i P.L !'!! · 
Blends ~ cr , <Jt, lf, £_, !t 
Blends _ , E!, ~ !!!:• !h. 
Sof t sound tli 
Voiced eouild-th 
Blend st. 
ir souiid z sa vowel 
Vowal a 
-
.Putting together known consonants and vowel 
SUent vow-el, iu words 
Modified vowel sounds ir and ar 
Visual clues of a f ollowed by 1 or w. 
Doubling final consonant when adding endings 
!!,!. and,g! 
Ohanging l to 1 befor e adding an ending 
Different soundS of c 
Different sounds of i 






Different letters for same sound 
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Visual and Auditory Perception of the Long ar.d. Short Soun 
Write on the board u.ke likoa to ride. "Who will read this 
sentenc ? vlhat is the first word? Thi • word ho.s an ! in it. ~· e 
call this the lon6 ! sound. This ound s-~ the name of the 
letter ! • can you hear the ! soy ita mm name in the next word'l" 
Then wr:i:te I and i; in a column write these words: hide, time, 
- - ......._., --..... 
find, ~~ high, !fro_, line, pie. Have chil~1 cor.1e to th 
board and say a word, then underline the letter i in each . 
-
"Sometir.tea the let't~er 1 stands for the sound you hear in these 
. -
zords . Ro.118lllber, we call this the long ! sound. n 
11 In lili.nY words the letter! stands for another sound. n 
1·J"rite ·the uords :.if, into, did, miss , and have the children read __ __..~
them. rrrw'Jhat parts of t he words look and scr..md alike? Point to 
the.-n and draw a line under eaoh i. What is t he name of thi 
-
letter? Sometimes the letter ! etanda for the eound ,you hear 
in these words. t'le call this the short ! sound. '' Write ~ytg, 
fill, dish, on the board. Call on children to read the words an1 
draw a line under the ! in each. 
Give each child two fia.sh cards with long on one, and short 
on the other. Pronounce the following words and have each child 
hold up the card that tells what sound he hears: 
kind mill list night mile spill 
sting chin hide child; fill find 




Recognizing the Form and Meaning of Contractions . 
Write the words did and not on ·the board and have them pronounced. 
- -
"Say these words to yourself. Can anyone think of a shorter way to say 
did not?" If no .one answers correctl.r, say the word didn't. ''When we 
say the word didn't we mean the same thing as !!:5! ~· We write it 
like this." Write did not and then write didn't on the board. These 
-----. . 
words may be put on flash cards .3x9 tor faster action. 11Th1s little 
mark ( ') i s called an apostrophe. When we see the apostrophe in 
didn't (point to it) it shows us that a letter in the word not was left · 
-
out when the two words did ~ were put together to make the word 
didn't . " 
Repeat with: !!! not, (wasn't), ~not, (weren 't ), !!!!! not, 
(haven't), !! ~~ {isn't), could~~ (couldn 't) • 
. ·. 
Pass out to each child a pack of cards with the numbers 1, 2, 3, on 
them. Hold up a tlash card with wasn't on it. Place it where the 
children can see it easily. "Look at t his card earet'ul.ly. I am going 
to hold up another card with three groups of words on it. They will be 
numbered 1, 2, and 3. I£ the words with number 1 under them mean the 
same a wasn•t, hold up your number 1 card. If the words with number 2 
under them mean the same as wasn•t, hold up your number 2 card. The 
same applies to number 3. Are .rou readJ'?" Use the following groupe: 
wasn•t shouldn't isn't aren•t hadn't 
was it should we is in are not had it 
wa.s not shall not is not are no had not 
were not should not is it am not have not 
wasn ' t was it was not were· not -- ~--· ·-
Recognizing Blends at the Beginning of Words ~ 
Pronounce such words as a drop, ~.. drive. Ask the children 
to tell which words sound alike at the beginning. Repeat with: 
there., wh re, that 
porch., freezing, fresh 
. break, brown, dairy 
feed, street, straight 
children, cherry, happy 
step, JI1U8t, stair 
broC!llD., soon, break 
-~---------~-------
This may be folloved by doing the following exercise from the · 
board or on mimeographed sheets. 
77 
Directions: "Look at the words on the board. Copy them down on your 
paper as they are on the board. After you have finished copying them 
in your best writing, take out your ruler and draw a line .from the 
first word to the word in the other column that starts vi th the saJ!la 









Copy the first row on your paper. Now read the first word, look 
down the second row and find the word that has the same beginning 
blend. Write that word beside the word plant, then go on to the next 
word. Do the same with all the words in the first column." 
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Addin~ Endings to Knm:m Root Words. 
Write J2!in~ on the board. "Jimmy, what does this word say?" 
Add ed ending ·to paint. · nMs,ry, what does. it say now?n· Underline the 
~ . ' 
WOrd Paint in em~. Erase the .!!f! and Write inl,b and have painting 
identified. Continue with these words: 
call cluck walk thank help 
calls clucks walks · thanks helps 
called cluoked walked thanked helped 
calling clucking walking thanking helping 
Have the root worda identified and underlined in the folloving 
words; 
guessed raining paints opened singing 
listened thanks building always counts 
blowing happened hammering shouted. smelling 
stinging splashed talks pushed quacking 
The Long and Short Sounds ot the Vowel !.• 
"Today I ron going to say some words that begin with u like 
-
umbrella. I£ you hear a word that doae not begin with ~~ raise your 
hand. Think carefully and listen: uncle, untU, on, up, umpire, 
hous 1 Albert, us, unburden, upon, under, ostrich, ask, utter, 
unpleasant, enter, ugly, uproar, hear, usher, lumber." 
"Here are some other wo:rds with the short :!! sound ·in them." 
(Write~~ ~~ ~~ drum, bunnz, J!!!!e). Point to the short~ 
in ~· as you say the word. (Continue with the rest of the words. ) 
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The letter ! is a vowel, so it has another sound, too. Here are 
some words with the long! sOQild in them. (Write the words .!:!!,!, ~~ 
~~ ~ .. ~. dune). Listen for the long !!_ sound as we say these 
words together. 
Which! sound do you hear in these words? Hold up your card 
that says lOllj if you hear the long!' or the card that says short 
if you hear the short ! sound. 
shut summer bump a"Upper tune 
scrub sure such sudden fuse 
touch Tuesday grunt . butter hungry 
Visual~Auditory Pe~ception of the Dlendss 
E!;. £.!, g, .B!.t ;e!, §!. 
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M3.ke one large set of flash cards 4x6 and enough sma.ll sets 2P4. 
Listen while I pronounce these wol!"ds . Tell me 1lhich ones begin 






















Write clip and clock on the board. "Do these words sound · '&like at 
the beginning? Do they look alike at the beginning? Draw lines under 
the parts that look alike and sound alike." Do the same with: slant, 
slilH blank, ~; please, plow. 
Write~ on the board. "What do lie need to add to make ate into 
. -
plate? elate? Do the same with: ~~ .!?.!.211 ~~ plot; ~J light, 
bli g_ht , flig11t , slight; !!!• 1!'!1 ~~ taw, slawj beet, ~' fleet, 
sleet. 
Pass out flash cards with the blends listed above on them. The 
cards should be about 2~. "Hold up the card that tells the beginning 
of this word•" · Pronounce black. Do the same with: ~i glad, !J:l, 
place, sleepl, fiash, clothes , flood, slow, blue, slide, P!!z• If aey 
child holds up t he wrong card, hold up the large flash card immediately. 
Write the word red on the board. Have it pronounced. "What shall 
-
we do to t his word red to make the word. sled? Have the child make the 
- -
change on the board.o Do the same with: ~ (fiake) , light, (bli ght ), 
class (J!!ss) , sing (cling), sink_, (blink), room (bloom), ~ (pleat}. 
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Strengthening r Sound Blends: 
-
Hake a set of flash cards 4x6 with these blends on. the.~. Make 
as JDan¥ smaller sets (2ix4) as needed. Pl-onoU!lce the word dress. 
t'Wba,t sound do you hear in the beginning of the word dress? What does 
the word mean? Can an,yone tell us a sentence with the word dress in 
it?" (Hold up the card with ~ on it). ·show r.te the sound .vou hear at 
the beginning of the 1-tord dress. Repeat this with the t-rords: brought, 
cream, grunt, drive, trip, bra.nch, pring, friend, drink, grocery, ~~ 
.&!:!!!• breac:i, bri£!ge, sreat, troll. 
"What tvo letters do you he'!r at the beginning ofz brown, 
grandfather, friend, tree, Ql'O'V1 ~?" Have a child write the blend 
on the board quickly for each word. 
Write the word rap on the board. "tiha.t would you do t o the word 
raE to change it to trap?" Other pairs of tfords that can be used arez 
~ (trick), !'£.'! (~), down (drown), ~ (green) 1 ~ (broom), 
~{cried). 
Write the unknown word S!!j,n on the board. "This is a ne-rr word. 
Who can tell us another word that looks ju~t like this uord ~~cept at 
the beginning?" (brain, drain, train) "'What sound do you see at the 
beginning of this word? ( gr). Let ' s s 1 t.~e new word c.gain. n Othe_ 
words that can be used are; brown, crown, drown, frown; briok, ~, 
trick, n;ck, lick_; Frank, crank, drank. 
2 
Identifying Sounds in Words . 
Make sets of cards with the following sounds on t hem. These are 
to be passed out to each child. When a child hears sound in the word 
pronounced by t he teacher, he holds up the card with the sound on it. 
In this way the t5cher can keep track . of the ability of each child 
with each sound. 
Sounds 
.£!:, E!_, ~~ !.k· !'!!.. 
Words to be !"ea.d b.r the teachers 
plank dress wheat ohange drinlas atr ight 
etrong pleuant chin stranger ehum wh1sp.ere1 
chairs chatter whale drove chi..1dl'en plant er 
dreamed stroke strain draft plaster place 
To vary practice, the children may write down the beginr~ blend 
on paper as the teacher dictates the words . Children may write on the 
bollrd the blend hear d in the beginning of each word as it is dictated. 
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Teaching the ·· Beginning and Ellding Sounds" 
Listen while I say some words a thistle, thank, thorough. Did 
you hear~ at the beginning or each word? When you sound~~ you have 
to put ;rour tongue out between· your teeth. Here are some other words 
that begin with ~· Say them with mea though.tful, thatch; thicket, 
thimble, thi&:r, thunder, thought. Wh.a;t sound did you hear at t he 
beginning cr these words 1 What letters· l'lt8ke this sound? 
Can you guess what I em thinking of? The words begin with~· 
I •m thinking of a word that means a noise in the · sky (thunder) J 
one of your fingers (thumb); something that tells us the tempe~ature 
(thermometer); the way you feel when you want a drink of water 
(thirsty)J not fat (thin). 
See if you can hear~ in these words: twentieth, mot h, ~~ 
truth. What part of those worda had the ;!!!1 sound 1 Yes 1 the end. 
Here are some other worda that have the th sound. Say them after me: 
-
birthday, lengt}len, worth, method, Matthew. What part of these words 
had the th sound? 
Let •s play a game. We will have two teams. You make one point for 
your team if you give the right answer. I 111 say the word and you l'll118t 
say if' you hear the !:!!. in the beginning; in the middle, or the end. 
Listen carefully' as I say the words: moth, breathless, Jlfl:t:hical1 
sixtieth, thankful, thunder;~ lethal,; wort.hless , 't!hink., Elizabeth, 
Ithaca, thicken., ether, thought; · ·(lynthia,·-· thi-eken; · t histle, ;eath, 
tablecloth.. theater, thickness, Catherine, nothing, pith, author, 
mouth, arithmetic, north, lf!I.!sthen. 
Teaching the Voiced Sound of th. 
-
I want you to listen to a ~ sound that makes a buzzing sound. 
They. Did you hear the buzzing- sound as I said ther? - The !!! is 
made exactl,y the same way as it is in thistle, but when you say it, 
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it makes your tongue tiokle. Whenever you come to a word in your book, 
try both sounds or ask me and I will tell you _whether it is a th as in 
-
thistle or a ~ with a buss as in '!h!Z. 
Now we will play a game. (Pass out yes and !!2. cards to ever.vone). 
I will say some worda that have ~ in them. Some of t hem will have 
the buzzing sound. If you hear the buzz, hold up your zu card. If 
you do not hear the busz, hold up your ~ card. .Are you ready'? Some 
of the th sounds will be at the beginning of the words, some will be 
-
in the middle and some will be at the end. Just think of whether you 
can hear a buzz or not as I say the ~ sound. 




thunder mother something thank 
other . than thorough this 
- -
with month brother together 
earth gather thatch think 
either leather feather breathe 
weather lii.OUth bother sczthe 
Visu.al·Auditory Perception of the Blend st. 
' -
I am going to say some words . ld.sten car$!'ully and tell me 
which two vords sound alike at the beginning: stop, store, ~· 
Good; here are some mo:re words: story, take, stamp. Fine; now let•s 
see 1f you can hear which two words sound alike at the end.z ~~ 
~~ ~; please, first, just. 
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No I am going to write some wor~ on the board: stand, sting, 
stick. Let's read them. Jo~, will you come up here a,nd draw a line 
under the sound .!,1 in one at these words? Susan? Ray? (Do the same 
with breakfast, ~.. must, ~~ biggest) • 
Where do you see the_!!! in these word3? Christmas , faster, sister. 
Yes, in the middle of the words. Draw a line under the !1 in Christmas, 
in faster 1 in sister. 
Listen care:f'ully to these words. Tell me whether you hear the 
!i in the beginning, the middle, or the end. Ma..n¥ of these words you 
have never heard before. Just think of the !! sound. 
forestation scientist studio 
stationary plastic pessimist 
stockade oculist obstinate 
naturalist statue I!l¥Ster7 
startle organilst locust 
otimulate rooster fantastic 
establish dramatist disa~ter 
Visual and. Auditory Awareness of the Sound o:t!. ink· 
Here are two words you know. (Write kitten and !ll in one 
colUllll). Tell me what they are. Do ;rou hear the long ! sound or 
the short !. sound? (Repeat with ride and tim ) • Ten me which ! 
sound you hear -in these words: which, ~ke, 4_hick1 !fl!, ~. pine, 
milk, .tire. 
--
In some vords the letter ! stands !or another sound. What d 
these words say? third, fir, cll.'cus:~ ~hirt. (Write them in a third 
oolumn). What letter do you see after the !. in each of these word!!? 
When the letter r follows the letteJO i in a word, the letters ir 
- - -
usually stand tor the sound you h-ear in these words • Let's aay themJ 
listen :tor ~ the sound ot ! follwed by !: in each of these words. 

















Use ot the Letter l s a Vowel. 
What vowel sound do y-ou hear in this word? 3t• Yes , we hear 
long ! in · the word sz. Jfhis is .the way we wr;t.te !l• Do you see t he 
! ? sometimes we use z instead of ! · Whau it o~n1es t the end of 
word, it sometimes has the long ! sound. Here are some more wordo. 
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I will writ.e them on the boards sood-by, sky, !rz• What vowel so·und 
do you he r? Draw line under the l. and tell us . the sound it stands for. 
The lett r l stands for another sound, too. What is this word? 
(Write haP&). \fua.t sound do you hear at the end of this word? 
(short !) . What letter do you see at ·the end of happy? (Underline l~ , 
Be sure the children understand the pronunciation o:t pony and words 
~ ~ -
with a csimila.r ending. Emphasize that many people d.o not pronounce 
these words correctly). Wbat is this word? (Write ~dl). What 
sound do we hear at the end? Draw a line under the short! sound. 
baby, Jinany, city, lucky. 
What sound do you hear in. these words? chimney,. Bunny, busz, 
pretty, everz, Sally, slowly, p rty. Where do you see the letter l 
in each of these words? Yes 1 the letter l. is at t he end of each of 
these words . The letter lis usually used at the end of a word instead 
ot !, and it usually' has the long ! or short ! sound. 
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Visual- Auditory Perception o:t the VotJel •• 
. -
Write on the board Kate ate a baked potato. Have it read. 
"Who can point and ay the f'irftt wol"d? What ·sound do you hear in the 
middle of lat ? What sound do you hea:r at. the beginning -of ate? in 
.....--- -
baked? in potato?" virite A and a on the board. 11In all these words 
- -
we hear the ! y its own name. What do you hear in this wor d?" 
(~). Ha.v a child come to t he board., say the word, and underline 
the a. Do the same with babr., !!.!£!., tald.ns., came:, ga.ve. "When the 
letter ! stands for th ound you hear in theee vorde, we call the 
sound a long a. n 
-
11In nwlY words the letter a . stands for anotJler sound. " nri te 
-
!!1, after, ask, ~~ and have the children rea.d them. "Each of these 
words has an a in it. What sound do we hear the make in an?" 
-- -
SOUnd the short !. and draw a line under the ! • Do the same with the 
ot.her words . Continue with the children pronouncing the vorde and 
underlining the short !. in: bag, Janet, basket, etand. "What is the 
rwne of this letter? Often t he letter a stands for this eound in a 
-
word. We call it the short !. sound. " 
Give each child two flash cards wit h long and short on them. 
Pronounce the .following words and have -t -he children hold up the card 
that tells what sound they hear. 
Sam pay dance making train 
catch fair great last stay-
bake after plant place grass 
happen page Ann maybe hand 
Ability to put together Known COnsonants and Vowel · Sounds. 
"The letter! in this word (write !!1 on the board) etands for 
the short !. sound. What is the word?" Continue with: 
whit llliss p:Ue Kate 
tramp sky made 
"I am going to write some more words on the bo rd. In each o:r 
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these words the vowel a or i wUl stand· for the short eollll.de. • Write 
. ---- ... . 
2!(. "Whs.t is th:i.s word? What is the vowel: sound? Let" a change the 
£ into !?.• Now what word do ve have?!t Continue to change vowel and 




































Silent Vowel Letters as Visual Clues to Vowel Sounds in Words. 
Write ahort a a...'ld lo11g · on the board aE headings for two 
colum..."'l8.; Have some flash oarda prepared 3x9 with the following words 
on th a band_, ~~ ~~ pad, sat, stand, .m:!I!d• 11I am going to 
ehow you some words . Sally, can you tell me what this. word is? Can 
you tell u.s which column this word will go in? Good; you may write 
it under the short a ." continue with other cJ:d.ldren until all the 
words are used, then do the same with the following words for the 
long a column: cla,y, braid, chair, .fair, ;eai d, say, stay, m· 
These flash cards may be mixed if desired instead of doing one column 
at a t ime. 
"Do you notice nything about the l ong a liat? Yes 1 all the 
words have either!! or !l.• What does the !! in chair say? the 3r 
in .2.!!z? \ihat do we call that sound? rJhat are the vowel letters 
that you see? In some of these words the z is used inst ead of !• 
Whenever you see the !! or !l together, the word will usually have the 
long a sound and the ! or the l.. will be silEnt. Can you hear t he z 
in any of these words?" 
Ability to Recognise the Visual Clues of Modified Vowel Sounds . 
Writ e ekirt, third, circus, Sirl. 11tifuo can pronounce these 
words?" Revievr the rule that when the letter ! is followed by_::, 
t he letter usually stand$ for the sound heard in these words rather 
than for the long or short sound. 
Write star, ~:' ;~~ farther. As the children pronounce the 
words, point t.o the letter ! in eo.ch word. "What letter comes uter 
the letter ..... L"'l each of these words? In most words , tfhen the letter 
!: f ollowe the letter ~ the letter ! Us1J,S.lly' standa for this s ound 
· that y·ou hear in these words . Let ' s say the words gain. List _ for 
the sound of ! followed by !• " 
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Write in one ·column the unknown words dirt, whirl, girder. In a 
second column write part, startle, smart. Point to ~· "WJhat letter 
in this word helps you t o knCM what sound tho letter! might stand 
for? What is this word? Who can use this word in sentence?" con-
tinue with the other ir words, then go on to the ar words . 
- -
11There are other signs that tell us what sound we should use. tt 
11\'Jhat ! sounds do we hear in these words?tt Write the column heads 1 
long a, short a , !!: and !!• Write the f'ollowi..T!g w rds to one side of 
the board, then have the children identify them nd put them in the 
column where they belong: 
day oandy park 
than game grass catch 
make wake wait large 
Visual Clues to the Vowel Sound of !. when follm~ed by ! or !. • 
Revie--r the long !. sounds as 1,n wai ~ !!Z• :tTake, and the vow~ 
sound ar as in £arn, farm, starl, car • 
._. .-- _..... 
usometimes the lette;r !. stands tor another sound." 1:\frite W!lk; 
fa.ll , tn.lk, stall on the board. "Listen carefully when I prono'!lllce 
these words . If Point to t he letter ! as e•ch word is pronounced. 
Wvlhat letter do you see after the letter _ in each .of th se words?" 
Write saw and claw on the board and repeat t he procedure. 
-- . 
""ihen the lgtter 1 or t1 comes after the lett·er a in a word, the letter 
- - ,.,._ . 
'· 
a usually etall!'..s for the sound we h r in the words fall and oaw. 
- - -
The letter ! f ollowed by- !. or! helpe u to know which sound to try 
;t.'irst, in a word. What Votfel sounds do you hear in t hese words ?tt 
jar wall may rat 
li&it paw came talk 
oa:u lap whale ...... man 
star small rake etuld 
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Doubling the Final Consonant before adding the Ending. 
I am going to write some words on the board. ( drwnmins, cutting, 
Ji.mmy'). What do these words say? Yes 1 do you notice anything about 
these words? Are they alike in any way? Yes, they each have two 
letters alike in the middle. Do you hear one or two ! 1 s when we say 
the word drumming? Yes, you hear the word~ and then tbe ending ins. 
In words with two like consonants c<mdng together, the second consonant 
is sUent. Who can tell us about the ward outtins? abOut the word 
Ji.mmz? 
Let's look at these words. (Write on the board the words hit, 
dig, hop, plan). What vowel eound do you hear in each or these words? 
Can you tell us what is alike in all of these sounds? (1'hey are all 
short Towel sounds). In each of these words, how many consonants do 
you see after the vowel? Yes 1 each vowel is followed by just one 
consonant. With words like these usually we double the tinal consonant 
before we add the ending ing, ed, or z.. I w111 write the word hitting 
under h!!:_. Who will write the word digging under dig? hopped under 
~? ,elanned under plan? 
We call dig, hop, and plan (point to each word) root words. We 
call them root words because they are the root or beginning of some 
longer words. I will write some worde on the board. See U you can 











Use of~~ !£, and .2! Sounds in Short Vowel Words . 
Who can tell me what the sound of !, stands for? Is there any 
other letter it stands for too? Yea, it stands for both the letter .2. 
and the letter k. Today we are going to learn when we use c and when 
- -
we use k in short vwel words. What are some wordS beginning with the 
- . 
!, sound? I will write them on the board as you say them. (cat, kettle, 
~~ catch, kitten, ~.. etc.) I will put all the words with short ! 
in one column, all the words with short! in another column, and all 
the short ! words in still another column, etc. 
Do we have any beginning with! 1n the short !. column? any words 
beginning llith ~ in the short !. column? etc. That is because we oply 
use .2. before short !..t short~ and short !• We only use!£ before 
short ! and short !· 
In which column would yOU write the word kid? ~~ keg, cap, cup, 
~~ ~~ !9:!!!., ~~ can, capital, eastle, custard, ClJ!U!ins, Kenneth, 
kitchen, kick. 
----"'-'---......... ---------·-------------
Today I am going to tell you about another sound. It is (write ~ 
on the board) ck. It sounds the same as c as in cat, and k as in kettle 
- - -
We us.e ~after any of the short vowels. Let's see how many words we 
can think of that use ~ after short !J short .!1 short !; short !; 
short !• pack neck kick cock duck 
})&Ck deck lick ~ck buck 
rack peck Dick lock luek 
Now, whenever we find a word with .2!_ after a "f0Wel1 we know it will 
have what sound? If we find .2. before a vowel, it will probably have 
what sound? k? 
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Changing z to ! before adding an Ending~ 
Who can tell me what these words are? · (Wri te !!!2• oried) 
To what word was -.n ending added here? (Point to cried) What do we 
do t o ::a_ before adding ~? When we changed the l to! did it change 
the! aound heard in the words sa:z or cried? What! sound do you hear 









cries cried crying 
Who can write hurrying on the board? eiti s? candied? 
bunrdes? families? ponies? stories? 
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Di f f erent ~ou.ncW f or the same Letter - £• 
Many of the letters in the words we know have mora than one sound. 
can anyon tell us what uo:me of the letters ro? {vowels) Yes, ve 
have learn~'<i that ! bar:; many tounds such as long ! 1 short ~ the !.£ 
C is letter ·t..ftat baa lllore tl'Wn one sound. Sometimee it is ha d 
as in ear, crow, and .ru!!• Sometimes it has a oft sound as in Nancy_, 
excited, voice. I will write these words on tlle board in two columns . 
(Point to the hard e words) These word3 . have i;he sound of k and we 
- . - -
call it the hard .=, sound. Let 1s say together the words with t he hard 
c. 'When the letter sounds like t he letter e we say it hae the soft o 
- . - ... 
sound. Let ' s say the soft ! words . 
~iha.t letters follow the c in each of these soft o words in this 
- -
column? Yea , !, £1 and l.• The letter ! usually has the !. or soft .5! 
sound when it is followed. by !_, .2.• or l • 
I am going to show you some words. See 1.f you can tell me whether 
we will use the hard sound!, or the soft sound like an !• 
across cabbage city tence cake 
Lucy catch since cart danced 
cri s face carry cream becaJ!le 
cap cent bicycle race prince 
( OhUdren can gi·ve the sound of the c in each word, or they can 
-
hol d up cards with~ or !,2!! on them, or they can write each word 
on paper and write ,h for hard, or! for !.2!!! beside each word.) 
Di ffere.'1t Sounds for the same Lett er . - 1• 
G is another l etter that can have different sounds. Sometimes 
it has a eott sound as in the!Je words: ·. bridge, magic, strap.ge. 
Le'l¥ ' a say t hem toget her. In these words it sou:nc:is like the letter J.• 
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. This is called the soft sound of .1• What is the .1 t'ollowed by in each 
of these words? When i is followed by ! or !,. it usual.l.Y' has the soft 
sound. 
Here are some words that have the hard .s, sound. Sa.Y them after 
me~ again, gallop, dog, forget, garden. 
Let ' s play a game with words . that have i's in them. If the .s, 
is hard, hold up the card that says ~ on itJ if the .1 is soft, 
hol d up the card that says soft. Listen carefully while I say some 
words with 1 in them. 
engine began biggest bug dig 
porridge leg large stage wag 
change grocery give grew gobble 
wagon together cabbage cage grassy 
village egg grandfather hungry wiggle 
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Vo~-r~l Sou.l'lds in Worda l.hat •. ContaL'"l T't1o V ~ala Together. 
I am going 'to put some words on the board that we k:naw. that do 
they say? (22:!1 week, real, paid, ne r) What vowel letters d? you 
see? What vowel sound do you hear for these vowel l etters? Underline 
the ·letter that standi:~ for the lon~ 2 soml.d. Can you hear an !. sound 
in the word .2....!!_? In this word the let ter !. is eUant, and the silent 
a t ells ws that the 0 will have a long 0 sound. 
... . .... -
In the word teach, what vowels do you see? wnat vowel do you 
hear? The first vowel i s what? {long .!,) The second vowel. i s !, 
(sUent a) .R 1? Paid? Needs? 
---
When tuo vowels come together in a word, usually the first vciwel 
w:Ul be long and the second will be silent. Let ' s l ook at those long 
vowel words and see 11' we can change them to short vowel wor ds . 




















The Us of the Final ! a Clue to Vowel Sounds .. 
Put flash card side on the flannel board. 1'What do this word . 
---:---
y vowels are there 1n this word? What vowel sound do you 
hear in this word? Yes , the long ! • De you h r any other vowel 
sound? !..ia·ten carefully lthile I say ·t;he wo~d gain, side. Do you hear 
the .! sound in side? No, we y it is ilent when wo cannot heru.· it. " 
Continue t-lit.'l slide, driv: , alone, ~~ write, ~· Lead the 
children t ,) re:U.ize that when ord ends with an ~ usually' th 
preceding vowel stan £or the l ong vowel sound. 
11Let ' s play a game. Who can o..i.ange the word mad to made? \1hat 
--
is the vm·Iel eound y-ou hear in ma.d? In made?. How can we write the 
~ --
word made so we will knoH the a ha.a • long sound?" 
---- .... 













Identifying t he 2! Sound,. 
The vowel sound ii these words (write voice, noise, boil, 
point on the boo.rd.) is c lled the~ ound. What are these words? 
Listen oarei'ull.r to the .2! sound in each word. What vowel sound do 
,-ou h r in these words? (Writ toz, Js!)~ Do you hear the same 
vowel ourd at t 1e end of toy as you do in voice? in noise? i n 
point? in toy? When t he ~ sound comes at the end of · word we 
usually write ~instead o£ _2!. 
Usually the let·cers £1 in the middle of a word, and .2l at the 
end of a 1 ord are used to represent the £! sound. 
What £ sounds do you hear irJ. these words? 
c l d broil thought horse doily 
o ster morning pocket soy sauce pony 
choice Bobby forget horns joke 
hope spoil clock ro d joy 
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'the Vmrel Sound represented by the Letters oo . 
. -
Who can tall us the four diffe;roent sounds we have learn d about 
the vowel ~? Yes, e learned . bout th short ~ the long .2,1 the or 
ound, and the~ sound. Who can tell a word that uses the hort o 
sound? (s_pot) The long .2. ound? (joke) The ~ sound? (~) 
And the £!sound? (voi()e) . Which sow.'ld do yo·u hear in noise? 
in horse? in lmock? in alone? 
The vowel o also can stand for other sounds . Listen carefully 
- . 
and ~u will h r o e of thes sounds: stood, ~' woods , ~~ 
good, cookie, ~· (Write on the board. and point to the oo in 
. -
word al! the children pronounce · them•} ·1b±s· is ·· the short oo "'ound. 
-
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rooster) • List en ca.rei'ull.y 
to the vowel sounds in t hese words as we say ·them. t oint. to the oo 
-
in each word as it is pronounced) . T rl.s i t h · long ~ sound that 
you hear il'l these words . 
The only way we can tell which 22 sound to use is to try both 
eounds and see which one fits . (Write food and cook o 1 t he board) . 
--
Does this word (hold up a card l-Tit.h stool on it) belong wi th food 
-
o!" with ~? (took, po 1, brook, stood, shook, tooth, foolish, ~~ 
broom, po dl~, seooter) . 
Boston University 
School of Education 
Library 
Visual-Auditory Perception of ow. 
-
LiD t en carefully :for the vowel sound :J.n each of these words . 
(Write~~ f'lmrer, !E!!1 brown). Let 1s say these words. (Point to 
t he .2!:!. in each as it is pronounced). What vowel letter do you s 
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in ea.oh of these words? What letter comes af'ter th letter o in town? 
. I . ... ....,__ 
Sometimes when th~::~ l et ter w follows the l et.ter o in a word, you h r 
- -
the vawel coound that. you hear in t hese words • 
(Write the words grow, J2!2!, !!!2!!, windo~z) . What vowel s ound 
do you he r in t hese wo:t"ds? (long £_) Is it the ea.me sound y-ou h r 
in town? 
The only "rTay we can lmou which vowel so1.md 2L t o use i ... to try 
both sounds and decide whieh mal·os sense in t he ontance. (Wri t o 
these ~1tences on the board) . 
1 . "VJhy doeB the~ look s wi e? 
2. De you know ho-..r to r ow 
---
Coat? 
3. The wolf !t01>Tla . s he pru.rled through th woods . 
4. Com will grow if you ~ tho aeed:J in good ground. 
Do these words have the ow sound as in cow, or the ow s in slow? 
- ~ 
-
throwll chowder crowd windoW' pillm1 t 1 
hollow powder willow elbow growth tower 
shower thrown clown now.~ brown blow 
The Vowel Sound ou as in ouch. 
- -
Each of these words has the same sound in the middle. (Writ 
count, mouth, pound, nour, shout). Who can point to the au.nd each 
time we say the word? What is the sound? 
Listen carefully while I say these words . 
Yes, the ou sound. 
-
If you hear a word w1 th 
the .2!!. sound in it, raise your hand. 
mouse plenty pound loud dusty 
dress spout sound bound village 
mountain found sudden count done 
trout ground table cloud house 
We also have another 2!. sound. It · sounds just the same as ou 
-
in ouch, but we spell it diffel'entl.y. (Write aw and COW') . This ow 
....... - - -
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sound is spelled .2L as in~· We find this vowel aound in~~ !!£!.:~ 
Can you hear any difference in the two ou sounds? 
-
No, there is no difference in wh.at we hear, but t..l).ere 1s a difference 
in what we see. 
I am going to start. two eolUlllllS on the board. The first column 
will be for ou words, and the second column will be for aw words that 
- -
have the ~ sound. · Any time today you find a word that belongs 1n one 
of the columns, come and tell me. I£ you are right 6 you may write in 
the eolunm 'Where it belongs. Let ' s see how many different words we 
can find with the .2!!. sound t oday. 
Different Letters Representing the Same Vowel Sound. 
Sometimes when we see these l etters .22 in a word, we hear the 
vowel sound that you hear in these wordsz (write school and~ 
on the board) . Who can t ell me what these words eay? (write dew and 
-
l Oh 
!!!!!.) • What do these words eay? Do you hear the same TOWel sound in 
~and!!!! that you hear in school and toot. or do you hear a different 
sound? Yes , you hear the same sound for the letters ~ and !!. in these 
words . 
Wr ite these words in one column. The other words in another 
column. 










Write the words in the second column beside the worde that have 
the .arne vowel sound. Look at oak. Which word in the second colUJIDl 
~ . -
has the same vowel sound even though it doesn tt look the same? Yes, 
rope. Write rope beside !!!£. Do the same with the other words . 
Phonics Test tor Second Grade 
by 
r.Jarga.ret Mary Lane 
1 . REASON FOR TEST OONSTRUC'l'ION 
!.fastery of phonics is an essential sk:Ul in primary learning. 
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Both Reading and Spelling Achievement improve with the $-pplication of 
phoniea . This test is an iNitrument to help the second grade t cher 
determine specific phonetic needs eo that proper instruction can be 
given. 
2. SCOPE OF THE TEST 
THESE PIIONE!'IG ELEMENTS ARE TPSTED: 
A. VCWEL SOUNDS 
a e 1. 0 u 
- - - - -
LONG a LONGe LONG 1 LONG o tcllGu 
SHORT a SHORT e SHORT 1 SHORT o SHORT u 
al er ir oo (look) ur 
aw,ar oo (goose) 
ow 
B. BLENDS AT THE BEGINNING OF WORDS 
Th St Br Wh Pl 
- - -
Questions 1- 22 test vowel sounds . 
The 66 words chosen test the children 66 times . 
Question 23-30 test blends at the beginning ot words . 
The 24 words chosen test the children 24 times . 
Each ot the 90 words is a test ite.'11. 
1o6 
3. DIRECTIOlfS FOR PHO ICS TEST 
The adminietra.tor says "Today we re going to play a llst.ening 
game. I will eay one word. Listen for the vowel sound. Then, point 
to the three words on your p per while I say them. Draw a line under 
the word or words that have the same vowel sound as the first word I 
say. Sometime .. there wiD be one word to underline. Sometimes there 
will be more than one . Let ' s do SQID.e together. 
Place TOur marked under Row A. Listen care!ul.l.r. What word or 
words have the :same vowel sound as DISH? list, mill, Mike? (Make sure 
children point to list, mill, Mike on their papers as the words are 
s&id.) 
The administrator asks ff'What words did you draw a line under? 
Yes, list and mill are the right words because they have the short i 
sound like dish has . 
Place your marker under Row B. The same process 18 repeated again. 
Make sure that the children listm to your first word, point to the 
three t-Jords o.~,. their paper. when you pronounce them. and underline the 
long o word.. rrwihat word or words have the same vowel sound as JO? 
apple, so, mop? 
Place your marker under Row 1. Listen ca.;t"e:f'ull.y for the vowel 
sound. I will not help you from now on. I am going to say each word 
onoe . • 
(The teacher uses the same formula for Questions 1-22.) 
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What 'WOrd or words have the same vowel sound as •••• •• •••••• ? 
1. rain !!!!!. cat & 
2. nul haTe · £aat · play 
- -
.3. dark may man farm 
-
4. our stay · ~ ~ .,. 
s. ·. meat he 
-
met t ree 
6. her purse bird house 
-
7. get bed ~ she 
-
B. •neese day let .need 
- ,. 
9. tell ·neat boat ·leave 
10. mine fish ~ . file 
-
u. tin pick sit I ' ll 
12. climb if aide 
-
did 
1.3. think will 
-
di_g right 
14. tax 8oft cold clock 
-
15. · hole John· coat !!2.! 
-
16. stop sorry pot noise 
17. roll blow done lots 
-
l B. goose snooze boat boot 
-
19. l ook on nook 
-
brook 
20. fun but use park 
21. 118e nute ~ sun 
22. now £owl show brown 
-
1.08 
The administrator says "This time we are going to listen for the 
blend at the beginning of words. I ~ say on wor Listen for the 
blend, the two letter at the beginning of the word. Then, point to 
t he three words on your· p per as I say them. Draw a line under the 
word or wor t..lJ.at begin with the same blend as the first word I say. 
Sometime there vill be one word to underline. Sometimes ther will 
be more than one. Let 1 s do some together. 
Place your marker UDder RcroJ c. L1sto."l careful.l.y. What word or 
words have the same beginning blend · s SLIP? slam, slow, smash. 
(Make sure that the children point io :~lam, slow, smash on their papers 
as the words are pronounced. ) 
The administrator asks "What words did you draw a line under? 
(?-fake sure that the children understand that sla:m. and lQW should be 
underlined since th e words ha.ve the same blend at the beginning 
slip bae, the sl blend. ) 
The administrator says "Plaoe your marker under Row D. Listen 
carefully' to the beginning blend of the first word I say. Point to 
the three words on 70ur paper as I ay them. Draw a line under the 
word or we~ that begin like the first one I say. What word or words 
have the same beginning blend as TRAIN? trick , the, pla _. Make sure 
that the children underline trick• 
.. ,·. 
Now ll&y, 11Place yor.a marker under Row 23. Listen c&l"efully f r 
the blend sound. I will not help you from now on. I am going to ay 
each word once." 




the questions "What ord or words have th same beginning blend 
••• •••• ? ••••• • •••• ..... ") 
What word or words have the same beginning blend as ....... ? 
23. them plate there plow 
24. stunt the titah stair 
25. brave smear 8llloke bror.ze 
26. where which while that 
27. plot plain whino bring 
28. smear ' wr.ite · who e sn~b 
29. thank th:iPs breeze they 
30 • plant £_10d J2leae~ stamp 
.l,l •\ 
!i. SCORING THE TEST 
The words that should be underlined are indicated with red lines 
in the Directions for Testing. 
EACH word has the same test value and t"eceives 1 point . 
e.g. 1. cane cat a~ 









Du..'I!Tell Al'..alJ i of R ding Dii'fi~ ty - Spelling List 1 ( Gr: d 2 & 3) 
70rd explanatory phrases 
-
run Run fast . 
- -
wor' Men work hard. 
-
hac~ Come~· 
l ook Look out. 
-
call Call the dog. 
- -
bard A rd rock. 
_._....,... 
down Come down here. 
-
hair She has long .hair. 
-
/~ t ime Tdhat t ime is it? 
night I t gets dark t ni@'!i· 
papers He delivers papers . 
- ·. 
broken The dish is broken. 
train The t rain i s on t ime¥ 
morlng ~·· 'l'h car is n1ovit~ slowl y. 
market :Buy' carrots at t he ~ot. 
planted He ,elanted the garden. 
etr: ight That is a etraig!l~ line. 
queot ion He nsked.a gu~tio~. 
minute Wait a minut e. 
promise You gave your promise. 
